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Preface
In this document I provide the basic information about my research path. I will start with
a brief overview that has the aim to provide a compact resume of the results that will be
discussed in deeper detail in the subsequent chapters.
Since a significant part of my research lies in the intersection between phenomenology
of human vision and image processing, I will first present the basic information about the
human visual system that will be used later.
The variational models for color image processing that I contributed to develop find their
foundation in an important result due to Caselles and Sapiro, i.e. the variational interpre-
tation of histogram equalization as the minimization of a functional given by two terms in
opposition to each other: the first is minimized when the dispersion around the average value
is as small as possible, while the second is minimized when the global contrast of the image
is as large as possible.
After discussing the Caselles and Sapiro result, I will show in chapter 4, the most important
of this document, how their functional can be modified to approach the operations of the
human visual system. The modified energies will be called ‘perceptual functionals’.
The consequences of this modification are two-fold. On one side, I will show that famous
existing algorithms for perceptual-inspired enhancement of digital images, as e.g. Retinex,
can be interpreted as particular instances of this variational framework. On the other side,
thanks to suitable numerical approximations, I will show that it is possible to reduce the
high computational complexity of these algorithms, thus allowing their applications to high
resolution images in a reasonable time. The chapter will be concluded by the wavelet version
of the perceptual functionals, which allows a further computational complexity reduction.
The following chapter will be dedicated to high dynamic range (HDR) images, i.e. matrices
of values proportionals to the real radiance of a visual scene. The problems discussed are
both the generation of HDR images in the presence of motion and the tone mapping, i.e. the
reduction of the dynamic range for displaying properties.
The subsequent chapter will be devoted to natural image statistics, in particular to the
spatiochromatic properties of natural environment and their relation with human vision.
The last research chapter will show how variational principles can be successfully applied to
the problem of histogram transfer and fusion of color images. The flexibility of the variational
framework presented allows handling multiple images at once and it opens the possibility to
be integrated with the perceptual formalism introduced above.
Finally, I will conclude with a chapter dedicated to the future perspectives of my research.
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Chapter 1
Overview of the research performed
For the sake of a clearer exposition, I will introduce in this chapter a brief discussion about
the research achievements that will be discussed with more detail throughout the following
chapters.
1.1 Formalization of Retinex-like algorithms and variational
framework for perceptual color correction models
The Retinex model of color vision [62] has been proposed by Land and McCann with the
will to understand the mechanisms underlying color constancy, i.e. the robustness of color
perception with respect to changes of illumination and its dependence on spatial context.
Interpreting a series of brilliant experiments with colored sharp-edged patchworks called
Mondrians, see Figure 1.1, Land and McCann came out with the idea that the human visual
system can discount the illumination by performing comparisons among luminance informa-
tion coming from different points of the scene.
Figure 1.1: The colored Mondrian experiment. Taken from [61].
Moreover, they claimed that these comparison are performed in the separated chromatic
channels corresponding to the three distinct cone responses, see chapter 2 for more details.
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In order to implement their comparisons, they considered ratios of pixel intensities along
paths wandering around the digital image representing the visual scene.
The original Retinex model was not written in a rigorous mathematical way and this fact
generated a plethora of Retinex interpretations that, even though very interesting, in several
cases have little in common with the original ideas that originated the model.
For this reason, in [93], my first work in color image processing, I collaborated at provid-
ing the mathematical translation of the original Retinex algorithm described by Land and
McCann in [62], pointing out the two mechanisms introduced by the authors: threshold and
reset.
As underlined by McCann himself, see e.g. [68], the reset is the heart of the Retinex
algorithm, and, if one sets the threshold to zero, then the mathematical formula representing
Retinex reduces simply to
IRetinex =
I(x)
maxy∈γ{I(y)} (1.1)
where I is the image intensity in a given chromatic channel, x is a fixed pixel and γ is a path
ending in x.
Thus, the reset-free original Retinex is proven to be nothing but a local version of the von
Kries algorithm [120], locality being given by the use of paths.
In [95], the use of paths has been criticized with a topological argument, which favored
the use of the so-called local sprays, i.e. sparse sampling of two-dimensional kernels, as in
Figure 1.2. The resulting algorithm was called RSR for Random Spray Retinex.
Figure 1.2: A localized spray taken by [95].
The local spray technique has been also used to speed-up another perceptually inspired
color processing algorithm, called ACE [102], and to fuse it with RSR in [96].
The proliferation of Retinex-like color correction models over the years and the lack of
standard measures for an objective judgment of their performances put in evidence the need
to build a mathematical framework where the features of these methods can be analyzed and
compared.
With this aim, in the series of papers [15, 77, 14, 92], I collaborated in the construction
of a variational framework that has allowed a clear comprehension of the most fundamental
intrinsic characteristics of such methods. Another important result is the possibility to reduce
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their computational complexity to obtain algorithmic implementations which can be used to
filter high resolution images.
The starting point for this research was the identification of the profound similarities,
and also of the substantial differences, between histogram equalization and the ACE model.
This was possible thanks to the very important result of Caselles and Sapiro [107] about
the variational interpretation of histogram equalization. These authors have proven that the
argmin I∗ of this functional
Ehist eq(I) ≡ 2
∫
Ω
(
I(x)− 1
2
)2
dx − 1|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
|I(x)− I(y)| dxdy. (1.2)
is an image with equalized histogram, i.e. H(I∗(x)) = I∗(x) for all x ∈ Ω, where Ω is the
spatial support of the image, |Ω| is its area, x, y ∈ Ω are pixel positions and H represents the
cumulative histogram. Moreover, they have shown that initial value problem for the gradient
descent {
∂tI = −δEhist eq(I)
I(0) = I0
where I0 is the original image, has a unique solution.
The minimization of the first term of Ehist eq(I) pushes the image towards 1/2, the center
of the normalized dynamic range [0, 1], while, due to the presence of the minus sign, the
minimization of the second term implies an amplification of differences among pixel intensities,
i.e. a global contrast enhancement.
The balance expressed by the minimization of the functional Ehist eq(I) is reminiscent
of what happens in the human visual system: on one side we tend to adjust to the average
luminance of the scene that we are observing, but, on the other side, we increase local contrast.
Besides these two properties, there exists also the already mentioned feature of color
constancy and the Weber-Fechner’s law, i.e. the logarithmic response of human senses to
intensity changes of external stimuli.
As proven in [77], when all these features are kept into account simultaneously, there
remains only one class of functionals which can incorporate all of them, namely Eϕw,α,β,I0,µ =
Cϕw +Dα,β,I0,µ, where:
Cϕw(I) =
∫∫
Ω2
w(x, y)ϕ
(
min{I(x), I(y)}
max{I(x), I(y)}
)
dxdy (1.3)
ϕ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] being a positive non-decreasing differentiable function, w : Ω× Ω→ [0, 1] a
normalized local kernel, and:
Dα,β,I0,µ(I) ≡ α
∫
Ω
[
µ log
µ
I(x)
− (µ− I(x))
]
dx
+ β
∫
Ω
[
I0(x) log
I0(x)
I(x)
− (I0(x)− I(x))
]
dx,
(1.4)
µ being the average intensity of I over Ω.
The minimization of Cϕw(I) provokes a local (due to w) contrast enhancement independent
on changes of illumination (due to the fraction), while the minimization of Dα,β,I0,µ(I) reduces
the dispersion of levels around the original image values I0(x) and around the average µ.
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The motivations for this particular type of functional will be explained in detail in chapter
4. Here it is worthwhile underlying that this variational framework allowed explaining in
a clear way the action of perceptually-inspired color correction algorithms as the original
Retinex and ACE, see [14, 15], respectively.
Moreover, thanks to numerical approximations, it is possible to reduce the computational
complexity to the cumbersome O(N2) to O(N logN) and even to O(N) in the case of the
wavelet-based formulation of this framework, see [92].
In Figure 1.3 it can be seen how dramatic is the changes in the performance of the
algorithm derived by the histogram equalization functional and by its perceptual modification.
Figure 1.3: Left : original image. Center : color enhancement obtained via gradient descent
minimization of a perceptual functional. Right : effect of histogram equalization. Image
courtesy of Peter Greenspun.
1.2 HDR imaging and tone mapping
High Dynamic Range (HDR) images are matrices of data proportional to the radiance of a
visual scene, in opposition to the more common Low Dynamic Range (LDR) images provided
by a typical digital camera, which can represent only a limited amount of the total radiance
range.
While already used by specialists, in 1997 HDR images became popular thanks to the
breakthrough paper of P. Debevec and J. Malik [23], which allowed a fast generation of HDR
images of static scenes starting from a stack of LDR images taken with a tripod at different
time exposures. This achievement generated a whole new research field called HDR imaging.
Debevec and Malik’s technique relies on a suitable fusion of the most salient information
of each LDR image of the stack: the ones taken with a short exposure time will show details
in the brightest areas of the image, while the ones taken with a long exposure time will
provide valuable information for the darkest image areas. The generated HDR image stores
the details in every part of the matrix.
When movement is involved in the acquisition of the stack of LDR images, translucent
artifacts called ‘ghosts’ are likely to appear in the final HDR image. In [33] I collaborated at
developing a technique to strongly reduce this kind of artifacts based on a suitable fusion of
local gradient information.
Another open problem in HDR imaging is tone mapping, which consists in finding a local
and non-linear transformation to shrink the range of the HDR image to the two orders of
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magnitude that a common LDR screen can handle. The aim of tone mapping is to preserve
as much as possible the detail visibility and the color sensation of the real scene.
I co-authored a paper [32] in which the tone-mapping technique has been built as an
original interplay among the formulae that govern the transduction of electromagnetic energy
to neuron activity (discussed in chapter 2) and the variational techniques for perceptual
contrast enhancement. This technique not only is coherent with the path of visual signals in
the human visual system, but it has also proven to outperform the state of the art algorithms
with respect to the HDR image quality measure proposed in [9].
1.3 Histogram transfer
Histogram transfer is a very important technique in image processing, in which two or more
image histograms are non-linearly modified in order to approach a specified one.
Applications of histogram transfer can be found in color matching of images taken with
different time exposures or with different illumination conditions, flicker stabilization of video
sequences and numerical comparison of images in order to extract mutual information (e.g.
depth or disparity computation in stereo images, or optical flow computations).
I co-authored the paper [78], in which we have proposed an energy functional whose
minimization induces histogram transfer of two or more color images, while maintaining
colors and geometry as close as possible to the original ones. The functional has three terms:
E = EM + ED + ES , where:
• the minimization of EM moves closer the histograms, by reducing the L2 distance be-
tween them;
• the minimization of ED preserves colors providing an attachment to the original tones;
• the minimization of ES preserves the geometry of the images so that the transformed
ones share the same level lines.
This method can also transfer the histograms to a midway histogram that does not need to
be specified in advance, but it is automatically generated by the set of original images.
Figure 1.4 shows an example of histogram transfer provided by the variational method
just described.
1.4 Natural image statistics
The papers [8, 11] pioneered the idea that the human visual system has evolved in order to
optimize the elaboration and transmission of visual signals coming from natural scenes by
getting rid of redundant information. In fact, there are a hundred million retinal photorecep-
tors against one million optic nerve neurons, therefore the retinal output must be re-coded to
be sure that the salient information passes to subsequent stages of the visual process.
There are two types of redundancies: spatial and chromatic. The first is due to the fact
that nearby points in a natural scene are very likely to send very similar information, unless
they lie in the proximity of a sharp edge. The second is due to the fact that the spectral
sensitivity curves of the retinal cones overlap a lot, in particular those of the L and M cones,
see chapter 2 for more details.
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Figure 1.4: First row: Original images. Second row: Final images, their histograms have been moved
to a common midway histogram.
One of the most influential papers on chromatic correlation is that of Buchsbaum and
Gottschalk [18], where the authors approached the problem of finding uncorrelated color
features from a purely theoretical point of view. They analyzed the problem of an efficient
post-retinal information transmission by performing a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
on the Long, Medium and Short (LMS) cone activation values. Given the spectral distribution
of a visual signal, these values are obtained by performing a weighted average, with weights
given by the spectral sensitivity functions of the L,M,S cones.
Buchsbaum and Gottschalk’s theory has been successfully tested by Rudermann, Cronin
and Chiao in [106] by using data coming from a database of 12 multispectral natural images.
Most importantly, they had the idea to study the spatio-chromatic redundancy reduction by
considering 3 × 3 patches, treating the 9 patch pixels as a random vector, with each pixel
containing a 3-vector color information. They converted every patch in a vector with 27
components to be analyzed with the PCA. The principal axes of these small patches show
fluctuations in the achromatic channel, followed by blue-yellow and red-green ones. The
pattern of the fluctuations is Fourier-like, as shown in Figure 1.5. No rigorous mathematical
explanation of this empirical observation was available.
In the paper [94] that I have co-authored, it has been proven that separated Fourier os-
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Figure 1.5: Principal axes of patches of dimension 3 × 3 arranged in order of decreasing
eigenvalue, from left to right, top to bottom (adapted from [106], page 2041).
cillations in the achromatic plus color opponent channels are a direct consequence of the
translation-invariance of the covariance, i.e. by second order stationariety of natural im-
ages, plus two quite technical requirements that we have proven to be satisfied with good
approximation by the natural images of two large databases.
These hypotheses imply that a natural color image I can be decomposed on an orthonor-
mal basis given by the tensor product of the achromatic plus color opponent axes (A,P,Q),
times the 2D Fourier basis em,l, as in Formula 1.5:
I =
W−1∑
m=0
H−1∑
l=0
〈I, (A,P,Q)⊗ em,l〉(A,P,Q)⊗ em,l. (1.5)
Another achievement of the paper [94] is that we have proven that spatiochromatic co-
variance decay is exponential, and not a power-law as believed until the end of last century.
As seen in all the previous brief chapter descriptions, several results of my research are
based on human visual system features. For this reason, I will present them in the next
chapter, that will serve as a basis for the following ones.
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Chapter 2
Rudiments about human visual
system (HVS) features
In this chapter I recall just the basic facts about the retinal and brain elaboration of a visual
signal. The purpose is not to provide an exhaustive treatise, but to introduce some important
concepts and formulae that we will have a fundamental role in the development of the models
described in chapters 4, 5 and 6 A very clear reference for this chapter is the book [30].
2.1 The retina
Figure 2.1 illustrates a human eye and the cross-sectional representation of its retina.
Figure 2.1: Left : a human eye. Right : cross section of a human retina. Courtesy of [57].
The retina includes several layers of neural cells, beginning with around 130 millions
photoreceptors, rods and cones, and ending with about 1 million of ganglion cells. The specific
processing that occurs in each type of cell is complex and not yet completely understood.
What we surely know is that retinal cells may respond non-linearly to stimuli and they are
connected via links called synapses, which are able to perform mathematical operation such
as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, amplification and gain control. Considered
as a whole, these operations result in a clever and sophisticated modification of the visual
input.
Among all retinal cells, the most important for our purposes are the photoreceptors, rods
and cones, to which the next subsection is devoted.
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2.1.1 Photoreceptors: rods and cones
Rods and cones derive their respective names from their shape. Rods respond to low lumi-
nance levels, typically less than 10−3 cd/m2, the so-called scotopic region, while cones repond
to luminance levels higher than 10 cd/m2, called photopic region. In the intermediate range,
the so-called mesopic region, both rods and cones are activated, but with less ability to work.
In the photopic region the rods are saturated and only the cones work, while in the scotopic
region the cones are not yet activated. From now on, we will only consider the photopic region
and thus the properties of cones.
Color vision in the photopic region is allowed thanks to the existence of three types of
cone receptors with peak spectral sensibilities spaced along the visual spectrum, see Figure
2.2. This is due to the existence of three slightly different molecular structures. The three
types of cones are referred to as L, M , and S cones. These names refer to the long, middle,
and short wavelength sensitive cones, picked at 560 nm, 530 nm and 420 nm, respectively.
The LMS cones are commonly referred to as the RGB cones. Of course, this is suggestive of
red, green, and blue sensitivities but, as can be seen in Figure 2.2, this is an abuse of language,
in particular because the L cones are picked in the region of monochromatic green-yellow,
and not red.
0
0.2
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0.6
0.8
1.0
400 450 500 550 600 650 700
S M L
Figure 2.2: The normalized spectral sensitivity functions of the L,M,S cones.
Notice that, while in most physical imaging systems, in particular digital cameras, respon-
sitivities of sensors are separated (see e.g. [53]), the spectral sensibilities of the three cone
types are broadly overlapping, in particular those of the L and M cones. This remark will
have a particular importance in chapter 6, when chromatic redundancy will be discussed.
The distribution of cones in the retina is not uniform: S cones are relatively sparse and
completely absent in the most central area of the fovea, the central part of the retina with
highest density L and M cones.
2.2 Adaptation and photo-electrical response of receptors
Light adaptation is the name used to describe the fact that the HVS is able to adapt to
different light intensities in order to allow detail perception over a range of 10 orders of
magnitude.
Before reaching a photoreceptor, rod or cone, light intensity is reduced by the cornea,
crystalline lens, the humors and the macula. Moreover, when a light photon is absorbed by
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a photoreceptor, a transduction occurs: the electromagnetic energy carried by the photon
is passed to the photoreceptor, which changes the electric potential of its membrane. The
empirical law that describes the photoreceptor transduction is known as Michaelis-Menten’s
equation [109]:
r(I) =
∆V
∆Vmax
=
Iγ
Iγ + IγS
, (2.1)
where ∆Vmax is the highest difference of potential that the membrane can handle, γ is a
constant (measured as 0.74 for the rhesus monkey), I is light intensity and, in particular, IS
is the value at which the photoreceptor response is half maximal, called the semisaturation
level. When γ = 1, eq. (2.1) is called Naka-Rushton’s equation.
IS is usually associated with the level of adaptation of the visual scene where the human
observed is embedded. As said before, each type of cone is most sensitive over a particular
waveband and the semisaturation constant depends on the amount of light in the particular
waveband that reaches it, not on the global luminance of the light source.
The photo-electrical response of photoreceptors, along with other phenomena occurring
mainly in the retina, is considered one of the main explainations for the property of adaptation
to the average luminance level of the HVS. In fact, after the photoreceptors transduction, the
dynamic range is centered in r(IS) = 1/2, as can be seen in Figure 2.3, which shows the
non-linear compressive effect of eq. (2.1).
Notice that the adaptation property of the HVS is crucial: without it the range of opera-
tivity of our vision would be much narrower and sight as we know it would be impossible.
Figure 2.3: Compressive effect of Michaelis-Menten’s equation in arbitrary units between 1
and 1000 and with γ = 0.74. The semisaturation constant IS has been arbitrarily set to 100.
2.3 Locality of vision
Transduction curves as in Figure 2.3 represent the very first stage of visual processing. The
electrical signals generated by the photoreceptors are then processed by the retinal neurons,
synapses and ganglion cells, until finally transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve. In
the brain, the visual signal is elaborated in several zones each of which is devoted to process
different characteristics, e.g. shape, orientation, spatial frequency, size, color, motion, and so
on [126].
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Our present understanding of post-photoreceptors physiological operating principles is
far from being precise: not only the brain, but also the retinal functions still present some
unknown features.
For the purposes of this memoire, what is important to stress about post-photoreceptor
physiology is that the signals transmitted from the photoreceptors to higher levels of the visual
path are not simple point-wise representations, but they consist of sophisticated combinations
of the receptors responses to photons coming from different parts of the visual scene.
Even when we fixe a single point, our eyes are constantly moving and capturing light
information from all over the visual scene. These movements are called saccadics and they
are the fastest of our body.
A conventional nomenclature has been introduced to rigorously define the local neighbor-
hood of a point in a visual field, see e.g. [50] and [30]:
• Stimulus: is the visual element of about 2◦ angular subtense corresponding to foveal
vision;
• Proximal field: is the immediate environment of the stimulus considered, extending
isotropically for about 2◦ from the edge of the stimulus;
• Background: is defined as the environment of the stimulus considered, extending
isotropically for about 10◦ from the edge of the proximal field;
• Surround: is a field outside the background. In practical situations, the surround can
be considered to be the entire room or the environment in which a scene is viewed;
• Adapting field: is the total environment of the stimulus considered, the proximal field,
the background, and the surround, until the limit of vision in all directions.
Figure 2.4: Components of the adaptive field.
2.4 Local contrast enhancement
The eye’s optical system and the response of photoreceptors strongly reduces the range of
light intensity that can be processed. To compensate this reduction, the HVS has developed a
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system to enhance contrast perception already in the retina with lateral inhibition and further
in the brain with higher perceptual features.
Ganglion cells are among the most studied retinal cells and we know that they sponta-
neously fire action potentials1 at a base rate while at rest. Excitation of retinal ganglion cells
results in an increased firing rate while inhibition results in a depressed rate of firing. For this
reason the magnitude of the signal is represented in terms of the number of spikes of voltage
per second fired by the cell rather than by the voltage difference across the cell membrane.
To represent the physiological properties of these cells, it is useful to consider the concept
of receptive field, which is a graphical representation of the area in the visual field to which a
given cell responds. The positive or negative response is indicated in the receptive field, as in
Figure 2.5, which represents a prototypical receptive field for ganglion cells.
Figure 2.5: Typical center-surround antagonistic receptive fields: (a) on-center, (b) off-center.
Receptive fields illustrate center-surround antagonism: the receptive field in Figure 2.5
(a), called on-center, describes a positive central response, surrounded by a negative surround
response, while Figure 2.5 (b), called off-center, illustrates a ganglion cell response of opposite
polarity.
Figure 2.6: Left : Mach bands effect. Right : real and apparent luminance pattern.
The excitation-inhibition processing can explain some local contrast enhancement effects
as Mach bands, see Figure 2.6: as we approach the vertical band on the right the gray level
appears lighter, as we approach the vertical band on the left the gray level appears darker, in
spite of the fact that the luminance value in each vertical gray band is constant.
Consider Figure 2.7: in the situation 1 excitation and inhibition fire signals equally, so
a uniform patch is perceived; in the situation 2 a part of the inhibition component of the
receptive field is activated by a region of highest luminance and so it prevails, generating a
sensation of darker gray; on the contrary, in the situation 3, a part of the inhibition component
1In physiology, an action potential is a short-lasting event in which the electrical membrane potential of a
cell rapidly rises and falls.
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of the receptive field is activated by a region of lowest luminance and so it is dominated by
the excitation component, which produces a sensation of lighter gray.
Figure 2.7: Excitation/inhibition explanation of the Mach band effect.
Another well known local contrast enhancement effect is simultaneous contrast, shown in
Figure 2.8
Figure 2.8: Simultaneous contrast: even thought the two inner squares have the same lumi-
nosity, our perception is different, due to the different background.
2.5 Physical vs. perceived light intensity contrast: Weber-
Fechner’s law
In the previous section we have seen that the HVS rearranges spatial information in order
to produce a peculiar response to spatial contrast. The HVS responds non-linearly also to
intensity contrast of light coming from fixed positions.
Psychophysics is the science that aims at modeling in a mathematically rigorous way the
magnitude of human perception in response of external stimuli. The German physicist E.
Weber, with the results obtained in the second half of the 19th century, was one of the first
scientists in history to develop some psychophysical experiments to test intensity contrast
perception.
To avoid unwanted biases, he worked in a very constrained setting: a dark-adapted human
observer was put in a dim room in front of a white screen on which a narrow beam of light
was thrown in the center of the visual field. The luminous intensity I of the beam was
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increased very slowly and the observer was asked to tell whether he/she could perceive an
intensity change. The least perceptible intensity change ∆I is called JND for Just Noticeable
Difference.
Weber found out that the JND increased proportionally with the luminous intensity2, i.e.
∆I/I = K, called Weber’s law, that can be re-written as ∆I = K · I, K ' 0.08 is called
Weber’s constant.
Weber’s law says that, as we increase the background light I, the difference ∆I must
increase proportionally in order to be able to appreciate I + ∆I as being different from I.
This partially explains why we are more sensitive to noise in dark areas of a visual scene
and thus why it is more important to perform a good denoising in dark areas of digital
images rather than in bright ones. This last consideration is a practical application of a
psychophysical phenomenon.
The founder of psychophysics, the German experimental psychologic G. Fechner, gave the
following interpretation of Weber’s law: he introduced the adimensional quantity s(I) called
light sensation and stated that the difference of sensation ∆s(I) is proportional to a slightly
modified Weber’s ratio, i.e.
∆s(I) = k
∆I
n+ I
(2.2)
where k > 0 is a constant and n > 0 is a quantity often interpreted as internal noise in
the visual mechanism. Fechner transformed this finite difference equation into the following
differential equation [125]:
ds(I) = k
dI
n+ I
, (2.3)
by integrating both sides from I0, the threshold above which luminous intensity is perceivable,
i.e. such that s(I0) = 0 and s(I0 + ε) > 0 for all ε > 0, to a generic value of I, we obtain∫ I
I0
ds(I) = k
∫ I
I0
dI
n+ I
⇐⇒ s(I)− s(I0) = k[log(n+ I)− log(n+ I0)], (2.4)
by using the properties of the logarithm and using the fact that s(I0) = 0 we get the so-called
Weber-Fechner’s law :
s(I) = k log
(
n+ I
n+ I0
)
= s0 + k log(n+ I), (2.5)
where s0 = −k log(n+ I0).
Weber-Fechner’s law says that the sensation of luminous differences, in the very con-
strained context of Weber’s experiment, grows at the logarithm of the luminous intensity.
We must stress the limitations of Weber-Fechner’s law :
1. Firstly, it is valid only for very simple visual scenes, as those considered by Weber in his
experiments, because, as discussed in the previous section, the presence of a non-trivial
spatial context may change significantly contrast perception;
2. Secondly, even for very simple visual scenes, Fechner’s assumption that we can maintain
the validity of Weber’s law passing from finite to infinitesimal light intensity differences
2Weber’s law is approximately valid not only for the visual sense, but also for all the other senses, with
different values of Weber’s constant.
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is correct only for luminous intensities intermediate between the minimum and the
maximum perceivable light. As we approach these extreme situations, this assumption
fails dramatically due to strong non-linearities in the visual mechanism, so that Weber-
Fechner’s law doesn’t hold anymore.
2.6 Color constancy
The last HVS feature that it is important to recall is color constancy, already defined as
the ability of human observers to perceived colors very robustly with respect to changes of
illumination.
The precise causes behind color constancy are not yet known. Phenomenologically speak-
ing, it is known that cognition and physiological effects as color memory and chromatic
adaptation, respectively, play a major role in color constancy [30].
Color memory consists in the fact that when our brain recognize an object that usually
has a prototypical color, it tends to automatically associate that color to the object.
To explain how chromatic adaptation works it is worth considering the typical example of a
white paper illuminated by different illuminants, e.g. daylight, fluorescent, and incandescent.
Daylight contains more short-wavelength photons than fluorescent light, and the incandescent
one contains more long-wavelength photons than fluorescent light.
The paper retains approximately its white appearance because the cones are able to vary
independently the height of their spectral sensitivity curves, so that the S-cones become
relatively less sensitive under daylight to compensate for the additional short-wavelength
photons and the L-cones become relatively less sensitive under incandescent illumination to
compensate for the additional long-wavelength photons.
The von Kries diagonal model [120] represents chromatic adaptation through the following
diagonal matrix:
K = diag(kL, kM , kS) (2.6)
where kc, c ∈ {L,M,S} are the adaptation coefficients. The von Kries transformation is used
to implement the simplest white-balance in digital image processing with the choice of the
values kc = maxx∈Ω{Ic(x)}, c ∈ {R,G,B}.
For the purposes of chapter 4, it is significant to end this chapter by recalling the simplest
image formation model and the consequences of color constancy on it.
Let λ represent the intensity of a uniform illuminant and let ρ(ξ) be the the reflectance
of an object in the physical point ξ. If x is the projection of ξ on the camera sensor, then the
simplest way to interpret the intensity I of the pixel x in terms of illuminant and reflectance
is by taking their product, i.e.
I(x) = λ · ρ(x). (2.7)
Of course this image formation model is very simplified, but it is often considered as a good
starting point because it contains the essential ingredients of any other image formation
model, for more details about this topic see e.g. [38].
A perfect color constancy would imply the invariance of I(x) with respect to changes of
λ, for all x ∈ Ω, i.e. that λ1ρ(x) ∼ λ2ρ(x), ∀λ1 6= λ2, where ∼ means perceptual match.
In the following chapter I will present the variational interpretation of histogram equaliza-
tion provided by Caselles and Sapiro in [107], then, in chapter 4 I will fuse the information of
the present chapter with Caselles-Sapiro variational model to build a perceptual variational
framework for color correction.
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Chapter 3
Variational formulation of
histogram equalization
Variational principles amount at defining a suitable functional, i.e. a scalar-valued function
defined on a certain functional space, so that its minima (ideally, its unique minimum) provide
the optimal solution of the problem under analysis.
In 1997, Caselles and Sapiro used variational principles to give a novel interpretation of
histogram equalization of a digital image. This work is not only a profound achievement by
its own, but it is also the main theoretical result on which the variational model of perceptual
enhancement of color images is based. For this reason, this entire chapter will be dedicated
to the description and interpretation of Caselles-Sapiro’s model of histogram equalization.
3.1 The Caselles-Sapiro model
It is worthwhile starting with the notation that will be used from now on. The functional
space that we will consider here is that of RGB continuous image functions. To introduce
these functions we will first denote with Ω ⊂ R2 the spatial domain of a digital image, with
|Ω| its area and with x ≡ (x1, x2) and y ≡ (y1, y2) the coordinates of two arbitrary pixels in
Ω. Unless otherwise specified, we will always consider a normalized dynamic range in [0, 1],
so that a RGB image function will be denoted with
~I : Ω −→ [0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1]
x 7→ (IR(x), IG(x), IB(x))
where each scalar component Ic(x) defines the intensity level of the pixel x ∈ Ω in the red,
green and blue channel, respectively.
We stress that we will perform every computation on the scalar components of the image,
thus treating each chromatic component separately. Therefore, we will avoid the subscript c
and write simply I(x) to denote the intensity of the pixel x in a given chromatic channel.
From the point of view of functional analysis, we will implicitly consider the space of image
functions as a subspace of L2(Ω), the space of square-integrable (finite-energy) functions from
Ω to [0, 1].
Let us also recall very briefly what histogram equalization is. Let λ ∈ [0, 1] be a generic
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intensity level, then the histogram of I computed in λ is:
h(λ) =
1
|Ω| Area{x ∈ Ω | I(x) = λ} λ ∈ [0, 1], (3.1)
i.e. the occurrence probability of the level λ in the image.
The cumulative histogram of I computed in λ, H(λ), is:
H(λ) =
1
|Ω| Area{x ∈ Ω | I(x) ≤ λ} λ ∈ [0, 1], (3.2)
i.e. the probability to find a pixel with intensity less than (or equal to) λ.
Of course, the relationship between h and H is:
H(λ) =
∫ λ
0
h(t) dt, H ′(λ) = h(λ), (3.3)
i.e. H is the integral function of h in the interval [0, 1] and the first derivative of H in each
level gives the histogram of that level.
It will be useful for later purposes to notice that the relationship H(λ) =
∫ λ
0 h(t) dt can
be re-written as follows
H(λ) =
∫ λ
0
h(t) dt =
1
|Ω|
∫ 1
0
sign+(λ− I(t)) dt (3.4)
where
sign+(s) =
{
1 if s ≥ 0
0 if s < 0
and its spatial version
H(I(x)) =
1
|Ω|
∫
Ω
sign+(I(x)− I(y)) dy. (3.5)
An image is said to be equalized if each level has the same occurrence probability, i.e. if
h(λ) ≡ 1 (recall that the histogram is normalized) ∀λ, which of course can be translated to
the following condition on the cumulative histogram: H(λ) = λ, ∀λ.
It is easy to prove (see e.g. [40]) that the transformation from [0, 1] to itself given by
λ 7−→ H(λ) is the easiest application that implements histogram equalization.
However, this is not the only histogram equalization transformation available in literature.
In particular, a variational interpretation has been provided by Caselles and Sapiro in the
paper [107]. For the purposes of this document, the Caselles-Sapiro’s results can be resumed
in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.1 Given the functional
Ehist eq(I) ≡ 2
∫
Ω
(
I(x)− 1
2
)2
dx − 1|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
|I(x)− I(y)| dxdy (3.6)
if I∗ = argminI Ehist eq(I), then I∗ has equalized histogram, i.e. H(I∗(x)) = I∗(x) for all
x ∈ Ω.
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Moreover, if I0 is the original image, then the initial value problem for the gradient descent{
∂tI = −δEhist eq(I)
I(0) = I0
has only one solution, where t is the evolution parameter of the iterative gradient descent
scheme and the symbol δ represents the first variation of the functional.
Ehist eq(I) will be called Caselles-Sapiro functional from now on. The entire proof of the
theorem can be found in [107]. While the details of the proof of uniqueness are not inherent
here, it is worthwhile reproducing the computation of the argmin of Ehist eq(I). In fact, the
tricks used in the computation of the Euler-Lagrange equations show explicitly the link with
histogram equalization, which is far from being intuitive at a first sight.
First of all, let us start by recalling a classical lemma of variational calculus.
Lemma 3.1.1 Given the two functionals
E1(I) =
∫
Ω
ψ(I(x)) dx, E2(I) =
∫∫
Ω2
φ(I(x), I(y)) dxdy, (3.7)
where ψ is a differentiable function defined on the codomain of I and φ is a differentiable
function defined on the 2-th Cartesian power of the codomain of I, then their first variations
are, respectively:
δE1(I, J) =
∫
Ω
∂ψ
∂I
∣∣∣∣
I(x)
J(x)dx ≡
∫
Ω
ψ′(I(x)) J(x) dx (3.8)
and
δE2(I, J) =
∫∫
Ω2
(
∂φ
∂I
∣∣∣∣
I(x)
J(x) +
∂φ
∂I
∣∣∣∣
I(y)
J(y)
)
dxdy, (3.9)
J being a perturbation of I.
Then, notice that, by linearity, we can compute the first variation of the two terms ap-
pearing in Ehist eq(I) and then add the results. For that, let us write:
D 1
2
(I) = 2
∫
Ω
(
I(x)− 1
2
)2
dx; (3.10)
C(I) =
1
|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
|I(x)− I(y)| dxdy. (3.11)
By virtue of formula (3.8), we have
δD 1
2
(I, J) =
∫
Ω
4
(
I(x)− 1
2
)
J(x) dx, (3.12)
and thanks to formula (3.9), we have
δC(I, J) =
1
|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
[sign(I(x)− I(y))J(x)− sign(I(x)− I(y))J(y)] dxdy
=
1
|Ω|
{∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(x)− I(y))J(x) dxdy −
∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(x)− I(y))J(y) dxdy
}
.
(3.13)
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Now, interchanging the role of the ‘mute’ variables x and y in the second integral of the last
step, we have that
1
|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(x)− I(y))J(y) dxdy = 1|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(y)− I(x))J(x) dydx (3.14)
but then, using the oddness of the sign function,
1
|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(x)− I(y))J(y) dxdy = − 1|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(x)− I(y))J(x) dydx. (3.15)
Hence, we can write
δC(I, J) =
1
|Ω|
{∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(x)− I(y))J(x) dydx +
∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(x)− I(y))J(x) dydx
}
=
2
|Ω|
∫∫
Ω2
sign(I(x)− I(y))J(x) dydx
(3.16)
that can be conveniently rearranged as follows
δC(I, J) =
∫
Ω
(
2
|Ω|
∫
Ω
sign(I(x)− I(y)) dy
)
J(x) dx. (3.17)
Now, since δEhist eq(I, J) = δD 1
2
(I, J)−δC(I, J), by using formulas (3.12) and (3.17) we have
δEhist eq(I, J) =
∫
Ω
4
(
I(x)− 1
2
)
J(x) dx−
∫
Ω
(
2
|Ω|
∫
Ω
sign(I(x)− I(y)) dy
)
J(x) dx (3.18)
i.e.
δEhist eq(I, J) =
∫
Ω
[
4
(
I(x)− 1
2
)
− 2|Ω|
∫
Ω
sign(I(x)− I(y)) dy
]
J(x) dx. (3.19)
The stationary condition δEhist eq(I, J) = 0, ∀J , implies that the expression in the square
bracket must be zero, i.e.
δEhist eq(I, J) = 0 ⇐⇒ 4
(
I(x)− 1
2
)
− 2|Ω|
∫
Ω
sign(I(x)− I(y)) dy = 0, (3.20)
so that the Euler-Lagrange equation relative to the energy functional Ehist eq is the following
implicit equation
2
(
I(x)− 1
2
)
− 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
sign(I(x)− I(y)) dy = 0, (3.21)
that can be suitably re-written as
1
|Ω|
∫
Ω
sign(I(x)− I(y)) dy = 2I(x)− 1. (3.22)
Now, using the identity sign(t) ≡ 2sign+(t) − 1, we can express the left-hand side of the
Euler-Lagrange equation as
1
|Ω|
∫
Ω
(2sign+(I(x)− I(y))− 1) dy = 2|Ω|
∫
Ω
sign+(I(x)− I(y)) dy −
∫
Ω dy
|Ω|
= 2H(I(x))− 1,
(3.23)
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where we have used the fact that 1|Ω|
∫
Ω sign
+(I(x) − I(y)) dy is the spatial version of the
cumulative histogram H(I(x)), as noticed in eq. (3.5).
Thus, the Euler-Lagrange eq. (3.22) is equivalent to 2H(I(x)) − 1 = 2I(x) − 1, i.e. to
H(I(x)) = I(x), but then
δEhist eq(I, J) = 0 ⇐⇒ H(I(x)) = I(x), ∀x ∈ Ω, (3.24)
which means that the image function I which satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations of the
functional Ehist eq(I) has an equalized histogram, as it had to be proven.
3.2 Interpretation of Caselles-Sapiro’s functional for histogram
equalization
To interpretation of the energy functional Ehist eq(I) in terms of image features is crucial for
the following chapters. As remarked before, we can write Ehist eq(I) = D 1
2
(I)− C(I). Thus,
the minimization of Ehist eq(I) = D 1
2
(I)−C(I) is achieved through the minimization of D(I)
and the maximization of C(I).
The meaning of the two functional terms is the following:
• D 1
2
(I) is called global quadratic dispersion term around the middle gray level 1/2 and
it is minimized when I(x) ≡ 1/2 for all x ∈ Ω, i.e. the minimization of this term tends
to turn I into an uniform gray image;
• C(I) is called global contrast term and its maximization amplifies the global contrast of
the image I, expressed by the set of absolute differences |I(x)− I(y)|.
Thus, the argmin of the Caselles-Sapiro functional is the image corresponding to the optimal
balance between two opposite effects: on one side the minimization of D 1
2
(I) tends to set all
the levels to the average gray 1/2 but, on the other side, the minimization of −C(I) tends
to spread the intensity levels apart, as far as possible from each other. So, the intrinsical
meaning of Theorem 3.1.1 is that the equilibrium among two conflicting actions, dispersion
control around the middle gray and contrast enhancement, induces histogram equalization.
One practical consequence of this result is that, applying for example the gradient descent
technique to minimize Ehist eq(I), one can stop the minimization process before reaching the
complete equalization, thus realizing a partial equalization that can nonetheless be useful to
avoid the typical over-enhancement of low-key images (see [40] for more details).
However, for the purposes of color image processing, the most important consequences of
Theorem 3.1.1 are theoretical: in fact, as we will see in the next chapter, we can modify the
functional Ehist eq(I) in such a way that the basic balance principle of histogram equalization
is preserved, but we can change the analytical form of the terms D 1
2
(I) and C(I) taking
inspiration from human visual perceptual features. The argmin image I∗ of the modified
functional is a color-corrected version of the original image driven by perceptual properties
of the HVS.
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Chapter 4
Perceptually-inspired variational
models for color enhancement in
the RGB space
Now that the basic properties of the HVS and the variational interpretation of histogram
equalization have been introduced, it is possible to describe the variational framework for
perceptually-inspired color image enhancement proposed in [77] and its consequences.
Before entering in the mathematical details, I consider worthwhile explaining the main
similarities and differences between histogram equalization and HVS properties that brought
us to the formulation of this model.
Let us start with similarities. First of all, after the light intensity reduction performed
by the eye elements, the visual signal is transduced by photoreceptors to an electric signal
centered around the semi-saturation level. This can be thought as the HVS process equivalent
to the adjustment around the average gray level 1/2 in histogram equalization.
Secondly, the local contrast enhancement performed by the HVS opposes to the shrinking
of light dynamic range, analogously to what happens in histogram equalization.
Regarding differences, the most important one to underline is that the human way to
handle contrast is local, i.e. driven by the spatial context. Then, color constancy and Weber-
Fechner’s law are not taken into account in histogram equalization.
So, the aim of the work [77], and its related papers [15, 14, 92], was to modify the Caselles-
Sapiro functional in order to make the new energy consistent with the HVS properties recalled
before. It will be seen that, even working in the RGB space, the output images of the modified
functional are qualitatively much better that those of histogram equalization.
Of course, in the literature, one can find several other proposals to modify histogram
equalization which have comparable or even more efficient color correction properties than
ours. The aim of our work was mainly theoretical, i.e. we wanted to test to what extent we
can solely rely on a model of the HVS, and not on some ad-hoc mathematical and/or algo-
rithmic requirements, to avoid, or at least strongly diminish, the problems related with RGB
histogram equalization (and, in general separate waveband processing, as in multispectral
imaging).
As it will be seen later, the framework that we have built is general enough to be used
adapted also to other applications.
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4.1 Beyond the Caselles-Sapiro model: Modification of his-
togram equalization functional to approach visual proper-
ties
The main problem in the modification of the Caselles-Sapiro functional is the determination
of a contrast enhancement term which complies with the HVS features. Once determined it,
the selection of the adjustment term can be done through dimensional coherence, as it will
be explained in more detail in this section.
4.1.1 A contrast term coherent with HVS properties
Let us thus consider the problem of building a suitable a contrast measure c(a, b) between
two gray levels a, b > 0 (to avoid some singular cases, we shall assume that intensity image
values are always positive). We require the contrast function c : (0,+∞) × (0,+∞) → R to
be continuous, symmetric in (a, b), i.e. c(a, b) = c(b, a), increasing when min(a, b) decreases
or max(a, b) increases.
Basic examples of contrast measures are given by c = |a − b| ≡ max(a, b) −min(a, b) or
c(a, b) = max(a, b)/min(a, b).
Since our purpose is to enhance contrast by minimizing an energy, we define an in-
verse contrast function c(a, b), still continuous and symmetric in (a, b), but decreasing when
min(a, b) decreases or max(a, b) increases. Notice that, if c(a, b) is a contrast measure, then
c(a, b) = −c(a, b) or c(a, b) = 1/c(a, b) is an inverse contrast measure, so that basic examples
of inverse contrast are: c(a, b) = min(a, b)−max(a, b) or c(a, b) = min(a,b)max(a,b) .
Let us now introduce a weighting function to localize the contrast computation. Let
w : Ω × Ω → R+ be a positive symmetric kernel, i.e. such that w(x, y) = w(y, x) > 0, for
all x, y ∈ Ω, that measures the mutual influence between the pixels x, y. The symmetry
requirement is motivated by the fact that the mutual chromatic induction is independent
on the order of the two pixel considered. Usually, we assume that w(x, y) is a function of
the Euclidean distance ‖x − y‖ between the two points. We shall assume that the kernel is
normalized, i.e. that ∫
Ω
w(x, y) = 1 ∀x ∈ Ω. (4.1)
Given an inverse contrast function c(a, b) and a positive symmetric kernel w(x, y), we
define a contrast energy term by
Cw(I) =
∫∫
Ω2
w(x, y) c(I(x), I(y)) dxdy. (4.2)
Thanks to the symmetry assumption, we may write c(a, b) = c˜(min(a, b),max(a, b)) for
some function c˜ (indeed well defined by this identity). Notice that c˜ is non-decreasing in
the first argument and non-increasing in the second one. The symmetry hypothesis is not
restrictive, in fact, if the inverse contrast measure c(a, b) were not symmetric, we could write
it as the sum c(a, b) = cs(a, b) + cas(a, b) where cs(a, b) and cas(a, b) are symmetric and
anti-symmetric respectively. Since the sum
∫∫
Ω2 w(x, y) cas(I(x), I(y)) dxdy = 0, then the
only remaining term is
∫∫
Ω2 w(x, y) cs(I(x), I(y)) dxdy, hence we may assume that c(a, b) is
symmetric in (a, b).
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In order to find out which properties the contrast term should satisfy, let us observe
that, thanks to color constancy, an overall change in illumination, measured by the generic
quantity λ > 0, does not affect the visual sensation. This requires the contrast function c to
be homogeneous, recalling that c is homogeneous of degree n ∈ Z if
c(λa, λb) = λn c(a, b) ∀λ, a, b ∈ (0,+∞), (4.3)
where a and b are synthetic representations of I(x) and I(y).
Of course, if n = 0, c automatically disregards the presence of λ, but we can say more:
since λ can take any positive value, if we set λ = 1/b, we may write equation (4.3) as:
c(a, b) = bn c
(a
b
, 1
)
∀a, b ∈ (0,+∞), (4.4)
so, when n = 0, bn = 1 and c results as a function of the ratio a/b which intrinsically disregards
overall changes in light intensity. If n > 0, then λ has a global influence and could be removed
performing a suitable normalization (for instance, dividing by the n-th power of the highest
intensity level).
We summarize these observations by saying that we assume that the inverse contrast
function c(a, b) is homogeneous.
Thanks to the arguments presented so far, we have that inverse contrast functions which
are homogeneous of degree n = 0 are those that can be written as a monotone non-decreasing
function of min(I(x), I(y))/max(I(x), I(y)).
Finally, let us consider Weber-Fechner’s law: if the intensity of the uniform background
in Weber’s experiment is I0, and the supra-threshold stimulus is I1, then we can re-write the
Weber ratio I1−I0I0 as I1/I0 − 1, i.e. the sensation of intensity contrast is a function of I1/I0.
This reason motivates us to say that c(a, b) is a generalized Weber-Fechner contrast func-
tion if c is an inverse contrast function which can be written as a non-decreasing function of
min(a, b)/max(a, b).
Even if Weber-Fechner’s law is not valid for all intensity levels, it remains correct for a
large dynamic range, thus it seems natural to require c to be a generalized Weber-Fechner
contrast function.
Explicit examples of energy functionals complying with our set of assumptions on the
contrast function are:
C idw (I) :=
1
4
∫∫
Ω2
w(x, y)
min(I(x), I(y))
max(I(x), I(y))
dxdy (4.5)
C logw (I) :=
1
4
∫∫
Ω2
w(x, y) log
(
min(I(x), I(y))
max(I(x), I(y))
)
dxdy (4.6)
C −Mw (I) := −
1
4
∫∫
Ω2
w(x, y)M
(
min(I(x), I(y))
max(I(x), I(y))
)
dxdy (4.7)
where
M
(
min(I(x), I(y))
max(I(x), I(y))
)
:=
1− min(I(x),I(y))max(I(x),I(y))
1 + min(I(x),I(y))max(I(x),I(y))
≡ |I(x)− I(y)|
I(x) + I(y)
, (4.8)
is the well known Michelson’s definition of contrast [69].
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The upper symbol in the above definitions of Cw simply specifies the monotone function
applied on the basic contrast variable t := min(I(x),I(y))max(I(x),I(y)) , i.e. identity id(t) = t, logarithm log t,
and minus the Michelson’s contrast function −M(t) = −1−t1+t , respectively.
Notice that the function t = min(I(x), I(y))/max(I(x), I(y)) is minimized when the mini-
mum takes the smallest possible value and the maximum takes the largest possible one, which
corresponds to a contrast stretching. Thus, minimizing an increasing function of the variable
t, will produce a contrast enhancement. To refer to any one of them we use the notation
Cϕw(I), where ϕ = id, log,−M.
4.1.2 Entropic adjustment term
Let us now consider the term that should control the dispersion. As suggested previously, we
intend it as an adjustment term to the initial given image I0 and to the average illumination
value, represented by the quantity µ. Thus, we define two dispersion functions: d1(I(x), I0(x))
to measure the separation between I(x) and I0(x), and d2(I(x), µ) which measures the sepa-
ration from the value µ.
Both d1 and d2 are continuous functions d1,2 : R2 → R+ such that d1,2(a, a) = 0 for any
a ∈ R, and d1,2(a, b) > 0 if a 6= b.
We write dI0,µ(I(x)) = d1(I(x), I0(x)) + d2(I(x), µ), and the dispersion energy term as
D(I) =
∫
Ω
dI0,µ(I(x)) dx. (4.9)
In principle, to measure the dispersion of I with respect to I0 or 1/2, any distance function
can be used. The simplest example would be a quadratic distance
Dqα,β(I) :=
α
2
∫
Ω
(
I(x)− 1
2
)2
dx+
β
2
∫
Ω
(I(x)− I0(x))2 dx, α, β > 0. (4.10)
However, given that contrast terms are expressed as homogeneous functions of degree 0, the
variational derivatives are homogeneous functions of degree -1. We search for functions able
to maintain dimensional coherence with the contrast term.
A good candidate for this is the entropic dispersion term [5], i.e.
Dα,β(I) := α
∫
Ω
(
µ log
µ
I(x)
− (µ− I(x))
)
dx+ β
∫
Ω
(
I0(x) log
I0(x)
I(x)
− (I0(x)− I(x))
)
dx,
(4.11)
where α, β > 0, which is based on the relative entropy distance [5] between I and µ (the first
term) and between I0 and I(the second term).
Notice that, if a > 0 and f(s) = a log as − (a − s), s ∈ (0, 1], then dfds(s) = 1 − as
and d
2f
ds2
(s) = a
s2
> 0, ∀s. So, f(s) has a global minimum in s = a. In particular, this
holds when a = I0(x) or a = µ. Given the statistical interpretation of entropy, we can
say that minimizing Dα,β(I) amounts to minimizing the disorder of intensity levels around
µ and around the original data I0(x). Thus, Dα,β(I) accomplishes the required tasks of an
adjustment term.
The minimization of Eϕw,α,β,µ(I) = C
ϕ
w(I) + Dα,β,µ, corresponds to a trade-off between
two opponent mechanisms: on one hand we have entropic control of dispersion around µ and
around the original data, on the other hand we have local contrast enhancement invariant
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with respect to global illumination changes. These energies are called perceptually-inspired,
or perceptual functionals for short.
In the following section we show the explicit minimization of the perceptual functionals.
4.2 Minimization of perceptual functionals
The existence of a minimum in the discrete framework can be guaranteed for a quite general
class of energy functionals. Let us define, for ρ > 0, Fρ := {I : Ω→ [0, 1], I(x) ≥ ρ ∀x ∈ Ω}.
We minimize the energy E in the class Fρ to avoid singularities in the entropic dispersion
term or when we use ϕ = log.
In [77] the following result has been proven.
Theorem 4.2.1 Let c : (0, 1] × (0, 1] → R be a continuous function. Let E(I) := Dα,β(I) +
Cw(I) where Cw(I) is given in (4.2). There is a minimum of E(I) in the class of functions
Fρ. An analogous result holds if we use the quadratic dispersion term Dqα,β(I).
Notice that if the energy E is differentiable the argmin I∗ satisfies δE(I∗) = 0. Before
computing the Euler-Lagrange equations, we notice that the contrast terms Cϕw(I), ϕ =
id, log,−M are not convex and the basic function t := min(a,b)max(a,b) is not differentiable.
In fact, we may write min(a, b) = 12(a+ b− |a− b|), max(a, b) = 12(a+ b+ |a− b|), for any
a, b ∈ R. The non-differentiability comes from the absolute value A(z) = |z|, z ∈ R.
To be able to use a gradient descent approach for the minimization, we must regularize
the basic variable t. We notice that A′(z) = 1 if z > 0, A′(z) = −1 if z < 0 and A is not
differentiable at z = 0. But all the values s ∈ [−1, 1] are subtangents of A(z) at z = 0, that
is, A(z)−A(0) ≥ s(z − 0) for any z ∈ R.
Thus we may write A′(z) = sign(z), where
sign(z) =

1 if z > 0
[−1, 1] if z = 0
−1 if z < 0
. (4.12)
We define sign0(z) as in (4.12), but with the particular choice 0 when z = 0.
It is useful to introduce the following definition. Given ε > 0, we say that Aε(z) is a
‘nice regularization’ of A(z), if Aε(z) ≥ 0 is convex, differentiable with continuous derivative,
Aε(0) = 0, Aε(−z) = Aε(z), and
• (i) Aε(z) ≤ |z| for any z ∈ R and Aε(z) = |z| + Q1,ε(z), where Q1,ε(z) → 0 as ε → 0,
uniformly in z ∈ [−1, 1];
• (ii) Let us denote sε(z) = A′ε(z). Then |sε(z)| ≤ 1 for any z ∈ [−1, 1], sε(z)→ sign0(z)
as ε → 0 for any z ∈ R, and Q2,ε(z) := Aε(z) − zsε(z) → 0 as ε → 0, uniformly in
z ∈ [−1, 1].
Nice regularization of A(z) actually exist:
• Example 1): Aε(z) =
√
ε2 + |z|2 − ε, in this case sε(z) = z√
ε2+|z|2 , Q1,ε(z) = O(ε) and
Q2,ε(z) := Aε(z)− zsε(z) = O(ε);
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• Example 2): Aε(z) = z arctan(z/ε)arctan(1/ε) − ε2 arctan(1/ε) log(1+ z
2
ε2
), in this case sε(z) =
arctan(z/ε)
arctan(1/ε) ,
Q1,ε(z) = O(ε log (1/ε)) and Q2,ε(z) = O(ε log (1/ε)), uniformly in z ∈ [−1, 1].
O(F (ε)) is any expression satisfying |O(F (ε))| ≤ CF (ε) for some constant C > 0 and ε > 0
small enough. In both cases sε(z)→ sign0(z) as ε→ 0 for any z ∈ R, see [77].
Now let us assume that Aε(z) is a nice regularization of A(z). We set
minε(a, b) =
1
2
(a+ b−Aε(a− b)), maxε(a, b) = 1
2
(a+ b+Aε(a− b)). (4.13)
We define the regularized version of the perceptual functionals as follows:
C idw,ε(I) :=
1
4
∫∫
Ω2
w(x, y)
minε(I(x), I(y))
maxε(I(x), I(y))
dxdy; (4.14)
C logw,ε(I) :=
1
4
∫∫
Ω2
w(x, y) log
(
minε(I(x), I(y))
maxε(I(x), I(y))
)
dxdy; (4.15)
C −Mw,ε (I) := −
1
4
∫∫
Ω2
w(x, y)
Aε(I(x)− I(y))
I(x) + I(y)
dxdy. (4.16)
In [77] it has been proven the following result.
Theorem 4.2.2 Assume that Aε(z) is a nice regularization of A(z).
(i) The first variation of C idw,ε(I) is:
δC idw,ε(I) = −12
∫
Ωw(x, y)
I(y)
maxε(I(x),I(y))2
sε(I(x)− I(y)) dy + Sε
= −12
∫
Ωw(x, y)
I(y)
max(I(x),I(y))2
sε(I(x)− I(y)) dy + S′ε,
(4.17)
where Sε, S
′
ε = O(Q1,ε(I(x) − I(y)) + Q2,ε(I(x) − I(y))). Notice that in the first formula we
have max and in the second one we have maxε;
(ii) The first variation of C logw,ε(I) is:
δC logw,ε(I) = −
1
2
∫
Ω
w(x, y)
1
I(x)
sε(I(x)− I(y)) dy + Sε, (4.18)
where Sε = O(Q1,ε(I(x)− I(y)) +Q2,ε(I(x)− I(y)));
(iii) The first variation of C−Mw,ε (I) is:
δC−Mw,ε (I) = −
∫
Ω
w(x, y)
I(y)
(I(x) + I(y))2
sε(I(x)− I(y)) dy + Sε, (4.19)
where Sε = O(Q2,ε(I(x)− I(y))).
In all cases Q1,ε(z), Q2,ε(z)→ 0 as ε→ 0, uniformly in z ∈ [−1, 1].
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Thus we know that Sε = O(ε) if Aε(z) is given by Example 1), and Sε = O(ε log 1/ε) if
Aε(z) is given by Example 2). These are the cases of interest for us in the experiments.
Notice that, letting ε→ 0 we have that δCϕw,ε(I)→ δCϕw,0(I), where
δC idw,0(I) = −
1
2
∫
Ω
w(x, y)
I(y)
max(I(x), I(y))2
sign0(I(x)− I(y)) dy
= −1
2
(∫
{y∈Ω : I(x)>I(y)}
w(x, y)
I(y)
I(x)2
−
∫
{y∈Ω : I(x)<I(y)}
w(x, y)
1
I(y)
)
;
δC logw,0(I) = −
1
2
∫
Ω
w(x, y)
1
I(x)
sign0(I(x)− I(y)) dy
= −1
2
(∫
{y∈Ω : I(x)>I(y)}
w(x, y)
1
I(x)
−
∫
{y∈Ω : I(x)<I(y)}
w(x, y)
1
I(x)
)
;
δC −Mw,0 (I) = −
∫
y∈Ω
w(x, y)
I(y)
(I(x) + I(y))2
sign0(I(x)− I(y)) dy
= −
∫
{y∈Ω : I(x)>I(y)}
w(x, y)
I(y)
(I(x) + I(y))2
+
∫
{y∈Ω : I(x)<I(y)}
w(x, y)
I(y)
(I(x) + I(y))2
.
Now, by direct computation, we have that the derivative of the entropic dispersion term
is:
δDα,β(I) = α
(
1− µ
I(x)
)
+ β
(
1− I0(x)
I(x)
)
. (4.20)
This expression has a degree of homogeneity -1 with respect to I(x), the same as the variation
of the three contrast terms Cϕw(I).
Assume that α, β > 0 are fixed. If Eϕw,ε,α,β,µ(I) = Dα,β,µ(I) + C
ϕ
w,ε(I), ε = id, log, −M,
then by linearity of the variational derivative, we have δEϕw,ε,α,β,µ(I) = δDα,β,µ(I)+δC
ε
w,ϕ(I).
The argmin of Eϕw,ε,α,β,µ(I) satisfies δE
ϕ
w,ε(I) = 0. To search for the argmin we use a semi-
implicit discrete gradient descent strategy with respect to log I. The continuous gradient
descent equation is
∂t log I = −δEϕw,ε,α,β,µ(I), (4.21)
being t the evolution parameter. Since ∂t log I =
1
I ∂tI, we have
∂tI = −IδEϕw,ε,α,β,µ(I). (4.22)
Using the gradient descent in log I leads to (4.22), which is related to a gradient descent
approach which uses the relative entropy as a metric, instead of the usual quadratic distance
(see [5]).
Let us now discretize our scheme: choosing a finite evolution step ∆t > 0 and setting
Ik(x) = Ik∆t(x), k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., being I
0(x) the original image, thanks to (4.20), we can write
the semi-implicit discretization of (4.22) as
Ik+1(x)− Ik(x)
∆t
= α
(
1
2
− Ik+1(x)
)
+ β
(
I0(x)− Ik+1(x)
)
− Ik(x)δC ϕw,ε(Ik). (4.23)
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Now, considering the explicit expressions of δC ϕw,ε(Ik), neglecting their second terms contain-
ing Sε (see Proposition 4.2.2 (i),(ii),(iii)) and performing some easy algebraic manipulations,
we find the equation
Ik+1(x) =
Ik(x) + ∆t
(
αµ+ βI0(x) +
1
2R
ϕ
ε,Ik
(x)
)
1 + ∆t(α+ β)
, (4.24)
where the function Rϕ
ε,Ik
(x) assumes three different forms for ϕ = id, log, −M, precisely
R idε,Ik(x) := −2IkδC idw,ε(Ik) =
∫
Ω
w(x, y)
Ik(x)Ik(y)
maxε(Ik(x), Ik(y))2
sε(I
k(x)− Ik(y)) dy. (4.25)
R log
ε,Ik
(x) := −2IkδC logw,ε(Ik) =
∫
Ω
w(x, y) sε(I
k(x)− Ik(y)) dy. (4.26)
RMε,Ik(x) := −2IkδC−Mw,ε (Ik) =
∫
Ω
w(x, y)
2Ik(x)Ik(y)
(Ik(x) + Ik(y))2
sε(I
k(x)− Ik(y)) dy. (4.27)
The discrete equations corresponding to the limit ε→ 0 are:
R id0,Ik(x) =
∑
{y∈Ω : Ik(x)>Ik(y)}
w(x, y)
Ik(y)
Ik(x)
−
∑
{y∈Ω : Ik(x)<Ik(y)}
w(x, y)
Ik(x)
Ik(y)
; (4.28)
R log
0,Ik
(x) =
∑
y∈Ω
w(x, y) sign0(I
k(x)− Ik(y)); (4.29)
R−M
0,Ik
(x) =
∑
Ω
w(x, y)
2Ik(x)Ik(y)
(Ik(x) + Ik(y))2
sign0(I
k(x)− Ik(y)). (4.30)
4.2.1 Stability of the iterative semi-implicit gradient-descent scheme
We assume here that I0 : Ω → [ρ, 1] where ρ > 0 is a minimum value for the initial image.
For us ρ = 1/255, and this means that we assume that I0 does not take the value 0. In [77]
we have proven the following statement about the stability of the argmin computation for the
perceptual functionals.
Theorem 4.2.3 Assume that α ≥ 11−2ρ > 0. Then, ∀k ≥ 1:
• −1 ≤ Rϕ
ε,Ik
(x) ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ Ω;
• ρ ≤ Ik(x) ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ Ω;
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• ∀p ∈ [1,∞] :
‖Ik+1 − Ik‖p ≤
1 + ∆t
(
1
ρ +mε
)
1 + ∆t(α+ β)
‖Ik − Ik−1‖p,
where mε := maxz∈[−1,1] |s′ε(z)|.
As a consequence, if α+ β > 1ρ +mε, then the iterative scheme given in (4.24) is convergent
to the unique function I∗ satisfying
α(I∗ − µ) + β(I∗ − I0)− 1
2
Rϕε,I∗ = 0. (4.31)
As usual, the ‖ · ‖p norm of a vector v = (vi)ni=1 ∈ Rn, n ≥ 1, is defined by ‖v‖p :=
(
∑n
i=1 |vi|p)1/p if p ∈ [1,∞), and ‖v‖∞ := maxi=1,...,n|vi| if p =∞.
Notice that (4.31) is essentially (and not exactly, due to our regularization of the basic
contrast variable) the Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the energy Eϕw,ε,α,β,µ.
Notice also that α+β > 1ρ+mε is not a reasonable condition in practice. The reason is that
1/ρ = 255 and mε ≈ 1/ε for the particular nice regularization of A(z) given in the examples
1),2) given in subsection 4.2. Then the values of α and/or β are too big and produce a strong
attachment to the initial data and/or the value 1/2; in this case we do not have enough
enhancement power. The values of α and β used in practice are much smaller, α = 255/253
and β = 1, but enough to guarantee stability and convergence for all the images that we have
considered.
4.2.2 A general strategy for the reduction of computational complexity
To better appreciate the simplicity of the idea behind the computational complexity reduction,
it is worthwhile omitting the superscript k to avoid a cumbersome notation.
The computational complexity relative the general form of semi-implicit gradient descent
equation (4.24) is O(N), N being the total number of image pixels, for every x ∈ Ω, this
means that the computational complexity for the whole images is O(N2). Of course, this
large cost is due to the term RϕI (x).
In fact, RϕI (x) have the same analytical structure for every choice of ϕ, i.e.
Rϕε,I(x) =
∫
Ω
w(x, y) rϕε (I(x), I(y)) dy, (4.32)
where r ϕε (I(x), I(y)) is specified in the equations (4.25), (4.26), (4.27).
To reduce the complexity and obtain an algorithm that can be used in a reasonable time,
at least three strategies can be followed.
The first consists in localizing the computation in a circular window centered in the pixel
x under analysis and discarding all the pixels that lie outside this window, using the argument
that the kernel w takes values very close to 0 when the distance between pixel pairs becomes
large enough (of course this strategy implies a re-normalization of w in the circular sub-image).
The second consists in replacing the kernel by a sparse sampling structure, for instance the
local random sprays technique proposed in [95].
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The third strategy is the one that we have pursued and it is based on a polynomial
approximations of the function r ϕε (I(x), I(y)), as we have first proposed in [15] and then
further refined in [77].
Let p be a generic polynomial of order n of the variables I(x), I(y) and define
r˜ϕn,ε(I(x), I(y)) = argminp ‖p− r ϕε ‖2, (4.33)
i.e. r˜n is the polynomial of order n with minimal quadratic distance with respect to the
function ϕ.
It is convenient to write r˜ϕn,ε as follows r˜
ϕ
n,ε(I(x), I(y)) =
∑n
j=0 f
ε,ϕ
j (I(x))I(y)
j , where
f ε,ϕj (I(x)) =
∑n−j
k=0 p
ε,ϕ
k,j I(x)
k.
The numerical coefficients pε,ϕk,j depend on the approximation order n, but we will not
make explicit this dependence for the sake of a more readable mathematical notation.
Introducing this expression of r˜ϕn,ε in (4.32) instead of r
ϕ
ε and noticing that f
ε,ϕ
j does not
depend on y, we get
R˜ϕn,ε,ϕ(x) =
n∑
j=0
f ε,ϕj (I(x))
∫
Ω
w(‖x− y‖)I(y)jdy, (4.34)
but
∫
Ωw(‖x− y‖)I(y)jdy = (w ∗ Ij)(x), that is the convolution between the kernel w and the
j-th power of the image I, hence
R˜ϕn,ε,ϕ(x) =
n∑
j=0
n−j∑
k=0
pε,ϕk,j I(x)
k(w ∗ Ij)(x). (4.35)
The n convolutions w ∗ Ij can be pre-computed through the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform),
which has computational complexity O(N logN), thus drastically decreasing the computa-
tional time.
The degree n of the polynomial is a parameter that controls the precision of the polynomial
approximation. In our tests, we have found that n = 9 is a good trade-off between time cost
and approximation precision.
4.2.3 Results
In this section are presented some results of the algorithms derived by the model just de-
scribed, with the three different choices of ϕ =id,log,−M, for a more complete analysis of the
results with respect to variations of parameters see [77].
The results presented here have been obtained by using the implementation [34], publicly
available on the website IPOL, with the following parameters: α = β = 1.2, ε = 1/20, w:
Gaussian kernel with standard deviation equal to 1/5 of the length of the image diagonal.
Let us start by showing in Figure 4.1 how the low-key image presented in Figure 1.3 is
handled by the variational algorithms versus the von Kries algorithm (normalization over
the maximum intensity in the three chromatic channels separately) and the automatic color
enhancement performed by photoshop. It can be seen that the perceptual-inspired color
enhancement avoids the color shifting of the von Kries method and it is able to show many
more details than the automatic photoshop algorithm. Also recall from Figure 1.3 that
histogram equalization has a dramatic effect on this image, which is absent in our perceptually-
inspired modification.
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The intra-variations of the variational algorithm with respect to different choices of ϕ are
perceptually small, the major difference being that, in general, ϕ = log corresponds to the
brightest image, but with less saturated colors with respect to the other two choices.
Figure 4.1: First row from left to right : original image, result of the global von Kries al-
gorithms and result of the automatic color correction performed by Photoshop. Second row
from left to right : result of the variational algorithms with ϕ =id,log,−M.
In Figure 4.2 we can seen the effect of the variational algorithm with ϕ =id on an image
with haze and the difference with respect to histogram equalization.
Finally, in Figure 4.3 we can seen the behavior of the perceptually-inspired variational
algorithms with respect to images with color cast and the comparison with von Kries and
histogram equalization methods. Notice that the von Kries algorithm is not able to completely
remove color cast and that histogram equalization creates a dramatic color shift.
I would like to underline again that the main aim of the research presented in this chapter
is not to build to the most efficient color correction algorithm ever, but to show that, by
carefully modifying the histogram equalization functional guided by the HVS features, it is
possible to avoid the typical problems related with large color shift and excessive amplification
of contrast even working in the three separated chromatic channels.
The techniques developed here may be used in applications where a parallel elaboration
is needed and they can also be extended to more than three wavebands, as it is the case in
hyperspectral imaging.
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Figure 4.2: Row-wise from left to right : original image, results of the variational algorithms
with ϕ =id, of the global von Kries algorithms and of histogram equalization.
4.3 Embedding existing perceptually-inspired color correction
models in the variational framework
One of the main theoretical achievements of [77] is the proof that the perceptual variational
framework can embed and link together in a clear way two of the most used perceptually-
inspired color correction algorithms: the famous Retinex of Land and McCann [62] and ACE,
automatic color equalization [102].
The embedding of ACE is simple to discuss: if we choose ϕ = log, µ = 1/2, α = 1
and β = 0 in eq. (4.24), then, as proven in [15], we obtain, as a particular instance, the
ACE algorithm, which has been developed starting from the so-called ‘gray-world’ hypothesis
introduced by Buchsbaum in [17], which says that the average reflectance in a natural image
is achromatic.
The embedding of Retinex has proven to be more difficult, in fact, the first algorithmic
description provided by Land and McCann in [62] seems distant from the variational frame-
work just discussed. However, thanks to the mathematical analysis of Retinex developed in
[93, 95, 96], in the paper [14] it has been proven that ϕ =id, α = 1 and β = 0, corresponds
to a symmetrized continuous version of Retinex.
The symmetrization is needed because, as it has been proven in [93], the original Retinex
algorithm always increases pixel intensities, which, of course, is an unwanted effect since over-
exposed images cannot be properly handled. Report all the details about Retinex and its
embedding in the framework presented in this chapter would take too long, all the details can
be found in the quoted papers.
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Figure 4.3: Row-wise from left to right : original image, results of the variational algorithms
with ϕ =id, of the global von Kries algorithms and of histogram equalization.
4.4 Perceptual enhancement in the wavelet domain
Let us conclude this chapter with the wavelet version of the variational model presented in
section 4.1.
We start with a very brief introduction to wavelets.
Let us start by very briefly recalling the basic information about wavelet theory in one
dimension, then we will extend the discussion to 2-D wavelets, the main reference for all
the results quoted hereafter is [64]. A 1-D (mother) wavelet ψ ∈ L2(R) is a unit norm and
null-mean function. Of course this is possible only if ψ oscillates, but, unlike infinite waves,
wavelets can have compact support. The ψ-wavelet transform Wψf of f ∈ L2(R) in the point
ξ at the scale s is given by the inner product Wψf(ξ, s) =
∫
R f(x)
1√
s
ψ
(
x−ξ
s
)
dx. Wψf gives
a ‘measure of similarity’ between f and ψ around the point ξ at the scale s. So, if a signal
is constant or do not vary ‘too much’ in the support of a wavelet, then its wavelet transform
will be zero or very small, this is how wavelets provide a multiscale information about the
local contrast of a signal.
The set {ψj,k}(j,k)∈Z2 ⊂ L2(R) given by ψj,k(x) ≡ 1√2jψ
(
x−2jk
2j
)
is a complete orthonormal
system of L2(R). Moreover, L2(R) can be recovered by the closure of the union of a sequence
of nested closed subspaces Vj ⊂ Vj−1 with suitable properties (see Mallat’s book [64] for more
details). The orthogonal projections of f ∈ L2(R) onto Vj and Vj−1 give the approximation of
f at the scales 2j and 2j−1, respectively. The 2j-approximation is coarser and the missing de-
tails with respect to the finer 2j−1-approximation are contained in the orthogonal complement
Wj of Vj in Vj−1: Vj−1 = Vj⊕Wj . Wj is called the j-th detail space and it can be proven that
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the orthogonal projection of f on Wj is given by PWjf =
∑
k∈Z〈f, ψj,k〉ψj,k ≡
∑
k∈Z dj,kψj,k.
The coefficients dj,k are called detail coefficients of f at the scale 2
j . Fine-scales detail co-
efficients at fine scale are sparse, in fact, they are non-null only when the support of ψj,k
intersects a high contrast zone, i.e. around sharp edges.
Finally, let us recall that every wavelet ψ is related to a mirror filter h and to a function
φ, called scale function, through the following equation that involves their Fourier trans-
forms: ψˆ(2ω) = 1√
2
e−iωhˆ∗ (ω + pi) φˆ (ω), see [111] for a complete and detailed description
of how to generate wavelets using the filter design methodology. φ appears in the orthog-
onal projection of a signal f onto the approximation space Vj , in fact it can be proven
that PVjf =
∑
k∈Z〈f, φj,k〉φj,k ≡
∑
k∈Z aj,kφj,k, where φj,k(x) =
1√
2j
φ
(
x−2jk
2j
)
and aj,k are
called approximation coefficients at the scale 2j . It follows that PVj−1f = PVjf + PWjf =∑
k∈Z aj,kφj,k +
∑
k∈Z dj,kψj,k.
In practical applications one is interested in a multiresolution analysis between two fixed
scales 2L and 2J , L, J ∈ Z, L < J . In this case VJ−1 = VJ ⊕WJ , VJ−2 = VJ−1 ⊕WJ−1 =
VJ ⊕WJ ⊕WJ−1 and so on, thus VL = VJ ⊕
⊕
2J≥2j≥2L+1 Wj . For this reason, following [64],
we say that a discrete orthogonal wavelet multiresolution representation of a 1-dimensional
signal f between two fixed scales 2L and 2J , L, J ∈ Z, L < J , is given by the collection
of detail coefficients {dj,k} at all scales, completed by the approximation coefficients at the
coarser scale, i.e. {aJ,k}.
When we deal with 2-D signals, as images, we have to consider a multiresolution analysis
of L2(R2). Multidimensional wavelet bases can be generated with tensor products of separable
basis functions defined along each dimension. In this case, an orthogonal wavelet multireso-
lution representation between two scales 2L and 2J , L, J ∈ Z, L < J , is given by three sets
of detail coefficients {dHj,k, dVj,k, dDj,k} at all scales, which correspond to the horizontal, vertical
and diagonal detail coefficients, respectively, completed by the approximation coefficients at
the coarser scale, i.e. {aJ,k}.
As seen in this chapter, the perceptual color correction proposed in [77] is performed
through a local contrast enhancement balanced by the action of a adjustment term around
the average value plus a conservative term that avoids over-enhancement. Wavelet detail
coefficients are related to local contrast, let us see how this fact has been used in [92] to
provide a wavelet-based framework for perceptually-inspired color correction.
The general scheme of the algorithm is the following:
1. We consider the coarsest approximation coefficients {aJ,k, k ∈ Ω}, and we modify them
to implement adaptation to the average gray level in the wavelet domain (according to
eq. (4.36) of Section 4.4.1);
2. We fix these new approximation coefficients and use them along with {d`J,k, k ∈ Ω},
` = H,V,D, to modify the horizontal, vertical and diagonal detail coefficients according
to the equations of Proposition 4.4.1 of Section 4.4.2. This will implement local contrast
enhancement in the wavelet domain at the scale 2J ;
3. We then pass to the scale 2J−1 and we compute the approximation coefficients by
summing the approximation and detail coefficients just computed at the scale 2J ;
4. We fix these approximation coefficients and we repeat step 2 at the scale 2J−1;
5. We iterate this scheme until reaching the finest scale, linearly scaling the minimum value
to 0 and the maximum to 1.
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The equations quoted in the scheme above will be presented and analyzed in full detail in
the two next subsections, but before doing that it is convenient to make some assumptions
that will greatly simplify the exposition.
First of all, since changing the sign of a wavelet coefficient can result in drastic modifica-
tions of an image, we will modify only the absolute value of the wavelet coefficients, restoring
the original sign at the end of the computation.
Moreover, in every scale 2j , we will deal only with coefficient magnitudes bigger than a
fixed threshold Tj > 0, leaving the other coefficients unchanged to avoid intensification of
noise. Thus we will deal with positive, bounded and finite sequences of wavelet coefficient
magnitudes.
To simplify the notation, we will avoid the superscript ` in the detail coefficients, by making
the implicit assumption that the operations are repeated on the horizontal (H), vertical (V)
and diagonal (D) detail coefficients.
The variability of the scale coefficient 2j will be confined within the scales 2L and 2J ,
L, J ∈ Z, L < J , 2L being the finest and 2J the coarsest. Typically J − L ranges between
2 and 10, depending on the image dimension. Finally, with the notation k ∈ Ω, we will
implicitly assume a column-wise ordering of Ω, the spatial support of the image, so that Ω
can be seen as a finite subset of Z.
4.4.1 Adjustment to the average value in the wavelet domain
Let us first consider the effect of adaptation to the average level. If we were dealing with
Fourier transforms, the average image intensity value µ would be represented by the zero-order
Fourier coefficient, in the wavelet domain there is no such direct correspondence. However,
since the coefficients {aj,k, k ∈ Ω} represent the image approximation at the scale 2j , a natural
analogue of the average value µ in the wavelet framework at the scale 2j is represented by
aj ≡ 1|Ω|
∑
k∈Ω aj,k, i.e. the average approximation coefficient.
We also stress that we only need to modify the approximation coefficients of the coarsest
scale, since this modification will be propagated to finer scales. Thus, we implement the
adaptation to the average value at the coarser scale balanced by the adjustment to the original
values through this convex linear combination
aJ,k ≡ αaJ + (1− α)a0J,k, (4.36)
where {a0J,k, k ∈ Ω} is the original sequence of approximation coefficients at the scale 2J and
α ∈ [0, 1] is a suitable weight coefficient. The bigger α, the stronger the adjustment to the
average value aJ , and viceversa.
4.4.2 Local contrast enhancement in the wavelet domain
Let us now consider local contrast enhancement. We have remarked that the two most
important features of the contrast functional Eµ,I0,w,ϕ(I) are the fact that it enhances contrast
locally and in an illuminant-independent way. In order to maintain these characteristics also
in the wavelet domain, in [92] the following local contrast enhancement functional at the scale
2j has been proposed:
Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k}({dj,k}) ≡
∑
k∈Ω
wj ϕ
(
aj,k
dj,k
)
, 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1, (4.37)
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where wj are positive coefficients that permit to differentiate the contrast enhancement action
depending on the scale 2j and ϕ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) is a differentiable monotonically increasing
function such that ϕ(r)→ +∞ as r →∞.
We stress that the approximation coefficients are passed to the functional C as fixed
parameters in every scale, from the coarsest to the finest. In particular, the approximation
coefficients used in the coarsest scale are those defined by eq. (4.36).
Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} is minimized when the ratio between the approximation and detail coefficients
decreases, but since the approximation coefficients are fixed at each scale, the minimization
of Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} corresponds to an intensification of the coefficients dj,k. This implies a local
and multi-scale contrast enhancement of the image. The locality depends both on the mother
wavelet chosen (because different mother wavelets have different shape) and on the scale 2j at
which one operates: the finer the scale, the more local is contrast enhancement, and viceversa.
Furthermore, the invariance with respect to global illumination changes, in the sense of
the von Kries model [120], is guaranteed by the fact that also the functional Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} is
homogenous of degree 0, i.e. so the transformation I 7→ λI, λ > 0, will have no effects on
Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} and its Euler-Lagrange equations.
In order to prevent an excessive magnification of the original detail coefficients, whose
absolute value is denoted with d0j,k, a conservative term should be introduced. To maintain
dimensional coherence with Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k}, an entropic dispersion functional is a suitable choice:
Dd0j,k({dj,k}) ≡
∑
k∈Ω
[
d0j,k log
d0j,k
dj,k
− (d0j,k − dj,k)
]
, 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1. (4.38)
Combining these two effects one can define the energy functional that realizes local contrast
enhancement as Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0j,k = Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} +Dd0j,k , i.e.
Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0j,k ≡
∑
k∈Ω
[
wjϕ
(
aj,k
dj,k
)
+ d0j,k log
d0j,k
dj,k
− (d0j,k − dj,k)
]
, (4.39)
with 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1. The following theorem ensures the existence of a minimum of
Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0j,k and determines the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations. Its proof can
be found in [92].
Theorem 4.4.1 There exists a minimum of the functional Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0j,k . Moreover, the
Euler-Lagrange equations for the detail coefficients are:
∂Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0j,k
∂{dj,k} (dj,k) = 0 ⇐⇒ dj,k = d
0
j,k + wjϕ
′
(
aj,k
dj,k
)
aj,k
dj,k
, (4.40)
where ϕ′ denotes the derivative of ϕ. In particular, when ϕ ≡ id,
∂Ewj ,{aj,k},d0j,k
∂{dj,k} (dj,k) = 0 ⇐⇒ dj,k = d
0
j,k + wj
aj,k
dj,k
. (4.41)
In Theorem 4.4.1 the role of the identity has been highlighted because it is the easiest
choice for ϕ. Eq. (4.41) is an implicit equation that has to be solved using a numerical
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method. In [92] Newton-Raphson’s method has been used to find the zero of the function
F (dj,k) ≡ dj,k − d0j,k − wj aj,kdj,k by iteratively solving the equation
dnj,k = d
n−1
j,k −
F (dn−1j,k )
F ′(dn−1j,k )
, (4.42)
n ≥ 1. Since the solution is not expected to differ too much from the original magnitude d0j,k,
Newton-Raphson’s algorithm is initialized with d0j,k.
A standard result guarantees the convergence of Newton-Raphson’s algorithm as long as
the initial condition d0j,k is sufficiently near the solution, F
′(d0j,k) is small enough, F
′′(dj,k)
varies smoothly and the inverse of F ′′(dj,k) is bounded near the solution, see e.g. [21]. In
particular, these conditions imply that one cannot take the weights wj to be too big, otherwise
Newton’s algorithm can oscillate. In [91], it has been proven that if the identity function is
substituted by the gamma function, then the stability of Newton-Raphson’s algorithm in this
setting is improved.
Notice that, since Newton-Raphson’s method is initialized with the coefficients d0j,k, which
are bounded from below, the solution of eq. (4.41) belongs to an open neighborhood of d0j,k
and the numerical method converges to a positive solution of eq. (4.41).
To stress the perceptual nature of the model, in Figure 4.4 it is reported a scan-line of
the classical Mach-bands picture: the wavelet algorithm is able to reproduce the well-known
undershoots and overshoots typical of the HVS behavior.
Figure 4.4: From left to right : a scan-line of the Mach-bands image before and after the
wavelet algorithm, respectively. The undershoot and overshoot effects are typical HVS fea-
tures that the wavelet model is able to reproduce. The wavelet algorithm was applied with
following parameters: the mother wavelet is the Biorthogonal wavelet with 2 vanishing mo-
ments, the computation is performed over the maximum number of scales allowed for each
image, wj = 0.5, Tj =
maxk∈Ω{dj,k}
2.5 for each scale, and α = 0.1.
The wavelet-based method just described can run in real time and it is as efficient as
the spatially-based one. In Figure 4.5 the action of the wavelet algorithm can be seen on
three images affected by distinct problems: under-exposure, color cast and over-exposure.
As can be seen, the wavelet algorithm is able to perform a radiometric adjustment of the
non-optimally exposed pictures and to strongly reduce the color cast, as proven in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Images on the left : Original ones. Images on the right : enhanced versions after
the wavelet algorithm: details appear in originally underexposed and overexposed areas, and
the pink color cast in the ‘Lena’ image is removed. The filtering parameters are the following:
the mother wavelet is the Daubechies wavelet with two vanishing moments, the computation
is performed over the maximum number of scales allowed for each image, wj = 0.5, and
Tj =
maxk∈I{dj,k}
10 for each scale 2
j .
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Figure 4.6: Left column: Originals RGB histograms of the image in the second row of figure
4.5. Right column: enhanced RGB histograms corresponding to the image in the second row
of figure 4.5. Again, notice the histogram stretching without reaching a complete equalization,
that would have been inappropriate.
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Chapter 5
High dynamic range (HDR)
imaging
Radiance in natural scenes can span several orders of magnitude, yet commercial cameras can
capture only two orders of magnitude and reproduce Low Dynamic Range (LDR) photographs,
often affected by saturated areas and loss of contrast and detail. During the last fifteen years,
many techniques have been studied and proposed in order to expand the dynamic range of
digital photographs to create the so-called High Dynamic Range (HDR) images, i.e. matrices
whose entries are proportional to the actual radiance of the scene. For a thorough overview
of the HDR imaging we refer the interested reader to [100].
HDR images have been widely used to capture scene illumination, but also for a realistic
scene representation. That is to say, the wider dynamic range of HDR images allow to better
capture details and color differences. This high precision is the reason why most photographers
nowadays use cameras with a wider dynamic range than two orders of magnitude.
Two main problems remain to be solved in HDR imaging. Firstly, while the technique
proposed by Debevec and Malick [23] can be considered as the ‘de facto standard’ for the
creation of HDR images in static conditions, i.e. with perfectly still camera and without
moving objects in the scene, no standard is available when these condition fail.
Secondly, HDR images cannot be entirely displayed or printed on the majority of commer-
cial screens or printers, hence a so-called ‘tone mapping’ transformation is needed to properly
reduce their range without losing details and respecting as much as possible the original color
sensation.
In the following sections I will discuss my contributions in these two research fields.
5.1 Generation of HDR images in non-static conditions
We define the radiance E(x) to be the electromagnetic power per unit of area and solid angle
that reaches the pixel x of a camera sensor with spatial support Ω ⊂ R2.
The camera response function f is the non-linear mapping f : [0,+∞) → {0, . . . , 255}
that transforms the radiance E(x) acquired in the time ∆t into I(x), the intensity value of
the pixel x, i.e. f(E(x)∆t) = I(x). f is assumed to be semi-monotonically increasing, i.e.
its derivative is supposed to be non-negative, since the digital values stored by the camera
remain constant or increase as the radiance increases.
In particular, the graph of f remains constant to 0 (black) for all the radiance values that
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do not overcome the sensibility threshold of the camera sensor and to 255 (white) for all those
radiance values that exceed its saturation limit.
For values that lie inside these two extremes, f is invertible and so we can use its inverse
f−1 : {0, . . . , 255} → [0,+∞) to pass from image intensity values I(x) to the corresponding
radiance values E(x): f−1(I(x)) = E(x)∆t.
The camera response function can be built in controlled conditions by taking photos of a
uniformly illuminated Macbeth chart with patches of known reflectance.
However, in many practical cases, the camera response function is not known, thus various
techniques for recovering f or its inverse without a Macbeth chart have been developed.
These methods are called chartless and are all based on the same principle: since the
camera sensor is limited by its sensibility threshold and saturation limit, in order to detect
the whole scene radiance one has to take N ≥ 2 shots with different time exposures ∆tj ,
j = 1, . . . , N .
The next step consists in using the redundant information about the scene provided by
the set of N digital images Ij to recover the inverse camera function f
−1. This is the only
step that distinguishes the various algorithms proposed in the HDR imaging literature that
we will briefly recall later.
Let us for the moment suppose that we have indeed computed f−1, then we can construct
the j-th partial radiance Ej(x) as follows: Ej(x) ≡ f−1(Ij(x)) /∆tj , j = 1, . . . , N .
Notice that we use the adjective ‘partial’ when referring to the radiances Ej because they
are built by applying f−1 to Ij , thus Ej cannot be considered a faithful representation of
the entire radiance range, but only of the part corresponding to clearly visible details in the
j-th image. Finally, in order to compute the set of final radiance values {E(x), x ∈ Ω} that
will constitute the HDR image of the scene, one performs a weighted average of the partial
radiances:
E(x) =
∑N
j=1w(Ij(x))Ej(x)∑N
j=1w(Ij(x))
, (5.1)
where the weights w take their maximum in 127, the center of the LDR dynamic range, and
decrease as the intensity values approach 0 or 255, when the information provided by Ij is
imprecise. If one deals with color images, then this procedure must be repeated three times
in order to recover three radiance functions relative to the red, green and blue spectral picks
of the scene radiance.
The algorithms for HDR image generation in static conditions are practically distinguished
only for how they recover inverse camera response function f−1.
Mann and Picard [66, 65] were the first to address this problem, they postulated a gamma-
like analytical expression for f−1 and solved a curve fitting problem to determine the most
suitable parameters.
Mitsunaga and Nayar [70] improved Mann and Picard’s work by assuming f−1 to be a
polynomial and determining its coefficients through a regression model. Debevec and Malik
[23] worked with logarithmic data and did not impose any restrictive analytic form to f−1,
yet they required it to be smooth by adding a penalization term proportional to the second
derivative of f−1 to the following optimization problem: Min‖ log f−1(Ij(x)) − logE(x) −
log ∆tj‖2.
Their method is fast and gives reliable results, for this reason it has become the de facto
standard in the field of HDR imaging with static conditions.
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Let us now consider non static conditions, i.e. images taken with hand held camera and/or
of dynamic scenes which are, by far, the most common. In this case, a motion detection step
must be added to register the set of input LDR images and a more careful fusion process
must be considered to avoid artifacts, in particular those called ‘ghosts’, i.e. objects with
a translucent appearance induced by an incoherent image fusion, and ‘bleeding’, i.e. the
diffusion of an artificial color over a flat image region, see Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: From left to right: an example of ghost and bleeding artifact, respectively.
Let us begin with registration: Ward [124] proposes to use multi-scale techniques to
register a set of Median Threshold Maps (MTB), which are a binarization of the images with
respect to their median value.
Although this approach is independent of the exposure time, it depends on noise and
histogram density around the median value. Grosch [44] bases a local registration method on
Ward’s MTBs and Jacobs et al. [52] proposed an improvement of Ward’s work by estimating
motion with an entropy based descriptor.
These methods give good results for the case of small movements generated by a hand
held camera, but they tend to produce artifacts when dealing with large object motion, as
e.g. people walking through the scene. Tomaszewska and Mantiuk [114] and Heo et al. [47]
propose to compute a global homography using RANSAC with SIFT descriptors which are
based on gradients.
Finally, Kang et al. [55] propose to use the camera function to boost the original images
in order to facilitate the registration process.
Let us consider now the methods that focus mainly on a suitable improvement of the
fusion step. As we have said before, if we assume a perfect correspondence among pixels
in non-static conditions and perform a weighted average of radiances, then ghosts artifacts
appear in areas where motion has occurred.
Many methods in the state of the art, e.g. [56], [47], [41], [44] and [52], focus on avoiding
ghost formation by modifying eq. (5.1) in order to reduce the influence of pixels corresponding
to moving objects in the process of intensity fusion to generate the HDR image.
These methods may be robust to pixel saturation and small misalignments, but the areas
that appear only in one image will be copied while the other image areas will be averaged
from different images, thus new boundaries could be created in the process. In order to deal
with these artifacts, Gallo et al. [37] propose to create a vector field by copying patches of
gradients from the best exposed areas that match a reference image.
Then they blend the borders of neighboring patches and integrate the vector field. The
resulting images are ghost-free but artifacts appear on the patch borders and flat regions.
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Finally, let us report that gradient-based methods can deal with the radiance differences
among the image sequence but are sensitive to misalignments and can produce color bleeding
as Eden et al. [29] have pointed out.
5.2 HDR generation based on gradient fusion
To avoid the problems discussed above, instead of synthesizing a new HDR image from the
original sequence of LDR images, we will select just one of them to be the reference and then
we will improve the associated radiance map by adding as many details as possible without
introducing artifact. In doing this, a fundamental role will be played by gradient fusion, which
has several advantages with respect to intensity fusion in this case.
The method that we propose has several steps in cascade, before describing in detail all the
steps it is worthwhile to give a brief summary of the whole algorithm. Firstly, as done in the
static scenario, we apply the inverse camera function to every LDR image of the bracketing of
pictures taken with different time exposures, obtaining the partial radiance map for each one
of them. These radiance maps are radiometrically aligned using the camera function with the
exposure time of the reference image. These modified images are used to compute a dense
correspondence field, using the optical flow algorithm of Chambolle and Pock [19], for every
image with respect to the reference one. These correspondences are subsequently filtered
using a refinement step: for every pair of images, we compensate the motion between them
and compute the absolute value image difference. The histogram of this image difference
is modeled as a mixture of Gaussians, which allows us to distinguish between correct and
erroneous correspondences. Finally, we use the corrected correspondences to obtain a gradient
field that we integrate by solving a Poisson equation. To avoid color bleeding and other color
artifacts we set a randomly selected group of points as Dirichlet boundary conditions. The
intensity values of these points are computed through the Debevec-Malik intensity fusion of
the aligned pixels.
The first step of the algorithm has already been described in the previous section, we
present and discuss the following steps in separated subsections.
5.2.1 Radiance Registration
As previously declared, the goal of our method is to increase the detail rendition of the
reference radiance map in the areas where the original LDR reference image was over/under
exposed. The aim is to obtain these missing details from other images of the bracketing
without creating artifacts produced by merging motion pixels. Thus, we need to distinguish
motion pixels that we do not want to fuse from details that appear in other images (but not
in the reference one) that we actually want to fuse.
A registration algorithm based on intensity or geometry comparison cannot solve this
problem by its own, thus we need to modify the radiance maps before operating the registra-
tion: we need a pre-registration step that modifies the radiance maps so that the registration
process will match the most precise details, i.e. those coming from dark areas of overexposed
images and from bright areas of underexposed images.
Our tests have shown that the more efficient radiometric modification for this scope is
given by the application of the camera response function with the (fixed) time exposure of
the reference image, to each radiance map, as also observed by [55]. Thus instead of Ij we work
with the modified images f(∆trefEj(x)). Notice that the reference image remains unchanged
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while for the others the transformation amounts to a normalization of the exposure time.
Notice that, since the range of f is {0, . . . , 255}, after this process the radiance maps become
a new set of LDR images. The advantage of this transformation is that the intensity levels
become closer and that the image areas corresponding to the over/under-exposed values of
the reference image also appear saturated in the other radiometrically aligned images.
After this pre-registration step, we can apply any optical flow method over the new set of
LDR images. We used the method of Chambolle and Pock [19] which provides dense corre-
spondences between pixels. Although the matchings are accurate, the method can produce
errors on the boundaries of moving objects and the areas where objects disappear due to
motion. Thus a refinement step is needed to check whether the correspondences are correct
or not.
5.2.2 Refinement step
Let us assume that we have two radiometrically aligned images Iref, Ij , j = 1, . . . , N , without
motion. The pixel-wise distance between them defines the difference image ‖Iref(x)− Ij(x)‖
that depends on their noise. If we model this noise as additive and Gaussian, then the differ-
ence image histogram will be highly populated close to zero. As the motion (or mismatches)
among the images increases, more modes appear in this histogram. We therefore propose
modeling this difference histogram as a set of Gaussians using a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) where the most probable Gaussian is associated to the properly matched pixels and
the other Gaussians represent matchings that are not correct. Let the most probable Gaus-
sian be characterized by a median µ and a standard deviation σ. We define as a mismatch
those correspondences with a distance from µ given by ασ, where α is a parameter of the
algorithm. After the refinement step, a pixel of the reference radiance map can have a set of
correspondences in pixels of the other images of the sequence or no correspondence at all if
the pixel belongs to an object that appears only in the reference image.
5.2.3 Gradient Fusion
After the steps previously discussed we know which pixels can be fused without generating
artifacts in the final HDR image. Here we examine the process that will add details to the
reference radiance map from the others in the set. Let us begin by observing that in general
we do not have correspondences between all pixels of the reference image and pixels in all the
other images of the bracketing, thus an intensity fusion can create artificial edges, as can be
seen in Figure 5.2.
Note that the people are moving along the sequence, thus, their intensity values are being
copied from the reference image to the final image while the other areas are computed by
a weighted average among the corresponding pixels. This difference generates new edges
around the subjects in motion. In order to avoid this problem, we propose using gradient
fusion techniques in the Log-scale. Let us set for this scope I˜j = log10(Ij), j = 1, . . . , N .
Poisson Editing [83] allows modifying the features of an image without creating new edges
or artifacts in the LDR domain. The idea is to copy a target gradient field in a region Ω′ of
the image domain which is then integrated by solving a Poisson equation. Thus, the problem
is to properly choose the target gradient field. To do that, recall that our aim is to improve
the detail rendition of the final HDR image, so we must give more importance to gradients
with largest norm. As discussed in [86], if we consider the weighted second moment matrix
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Figure 5.2: Detail of a result obtained by building radiance maps with an intensity fusion
process, it can be seen that artificial edges appear (in particular around the moving people).
Image (courtesy of O. Gallo) shown with HDRShop at a fixed time exposure.
Gs(x):
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where the partial derivatives are computed at the point x = (x1, x2) and
sj(x) =
‖∇I˜j(x)‖√∑N
i=1 ‖∇I˜i(x)‖2
, (5.3)
then the predominant gradient direction is given by the largest eigenvector of Gs(x) and the
corresponding eigenvalue gives its norm. In this process the sign of the gradient is lost. In
our experiments, we have seen that the best results are achieved when we restore the sign to
be that of the gradient with maximum modulus.
We can now define the target vector field for Poisson editing as follows: given a pixel x in
the reference image, from all gradients of the bracketing of images at x, we select the gradient
with largest modulus. Let us denote it by M(x). Then the target vector V in x is defined as:
V (x) =
√
λε(x)θ, (5.4)
where λ is the largest eigenvalue of Gs(x), θ its associated eigenvector, and
ε(x) =
{
−1 if 〈θ,M(x)〉 ≤ 0;
1 otherwise.
We stress that V (x) is not necessarily a conservative vector field and, as remarked by Tao et
al. [113] this can lead to bleeding effects along strong edges. In order to stop the bleeding
effect, we have introduced Dirichlet boundary conditions at a set of randomly chosen points
of Ω taken from the set of points for which there exist reliable correspondences. For them we
have set the intensity as the radiance obtained with the Debevec-Malik intensity fusion.
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5.2.4 Results and comparisons
Now that the method has been described we can proceed to give some implementation detail.
The optical flow method of Chambolle and Pock was applied to the luminance values of
the radiometrically aligned images. For the refinement step we modeled the histogram of
image differences as a GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) with two components. A final step
in the refinement process is introduced to avoid taking into account pixels on the boundaries:
interpreting the mismatches as motion masks, we apply to these masks a dilation filter with a
6× 6 structuring element [40]. In the fusion process we randomly select the 10% of the total
image area as possible Dirichlet points keeping only those with matches. Finally, we solve the
Poisson equation using the Conjugate Gradient method for each color channel independently.
Let us now discuss the results of our proposal. Since HDR images cannot be represented
on a LDR display, to show the results obtained from our algorithm we will show snapshots of
the image provided by the free HDRShop software, available online at www.hdrshop.com, at
a given exposure time. The comparison with the state of the art will be done following the
procedure used in other papers, that is, by comparing the tone mapped versions of the HDR
images.
First of all we would like to start by showing the improvement obtained using our method.
In Figure 5.3 we can see two original partial radiance maps compared to our results. The
enhancement is specially obvious on the building wall (first row), where our method recovers
texture and color, and also in the trees, which show much more details (second row).
Figure 5.3: Left: original reference radiance map in the HDRshop software. Right: enhanced
image with the proposed imethod. The parameter α was set to 1.
The parameter α controls the flexibility in the selection of matches in the registration
process. Our experiments have shown that a value of α that gives overall good performances
is 0.5, for which we have found no artifacts in the final images. As we approach 1 we generate
more details, but we might also create artifacts, as can be seen in Figure 5.4.
The selection of the reference image can also influence the appearance of ghosts or artifacts.
We have in fact observed that when a moving pixel with a color similar to the background
is located in an area saturated by the camera function, then the refinement step may fail
to distinguish background from foreground and color artifacts may appear. We can see an
example in Figure 5.5: in the first row we present two images of the bracketing that were
used as two different reference images. The corresponding results are shown in the second
row. In both cases the parameter value is α = 1. Note that the result shown on the left hand
side has an artifact on the puppet’s leg. The reason is that the reference image is saturated
in that area, so the refinement step cannot distinguish between the puppet’s leg and the ball.
Finally, we show the comparison between our results and those of Gallo et al. [37] who also
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Figure 5.4: From left to right: results of our algorithm obtained by setting α = 0.5 (no
artifacts) and α = 1 (artifacts appear), respectively.
use a gradient fusion technique. Since they present their results using tone mapped versions
of their images, we also used a tone mapped version of ours. In Figure 5.6 we can see that
our method avoids the generation of geometry artifacts as well as bleeding.
5.3 Tone mapping
HDR radiances may span many orders of magnitude, while common displays and printers
usually span up to two [1]. So, a further compression step, called Tone Mapping (TM), is
required to properly visualize the information stored in HDR images.
Many tone mapping operators (TMOs) have been proposed in the literature; for a thor-
ough review and analysis of the state of the art until 2005, we refer to [100].
Here we just want to give a very brief overview of the different schools of thought that
have been proposed so far. There is a category of perceptually-basedTMOs which can be
either spatially global or local. The former are, in general, very fast and do not introduce
halos or artifacts, but their contrast rendition tends to be poor. The first global TMOs used
Stevens’ law [3] to achieve range compression and were proposed by Tumblin and Rushmeier
[115], Chiu et al. [20], and Ward et al. [123].
Schlick [108] proposed a rational function very close to the Michaelis-Menten formula
(2.1) showing improvements with respect to Stevens’ law [40]. The global Michaelis-Menten
formula has been exploited by Pattanaik et al. [80], Reinhard and Devlin [98], and more
recently, by Kuang et al. [60]. More sophisticated vision models were also proposed, taking
into account time adaptation such as Ferwerda’s model [35] or Weber-Fechner’s law, e.g., the
methods by Ward et al. [123] and Ashikhmin [6].
Reinhard et al. [99] and Tamburrino et al. [112] introduced local TMOs that improved
detail but created halos and artifacts next to edges. A TMO based on a modified version
of the Retinex model of color vision was proposed by Jobson et al. [54], and the anchoring
theory1 has been used by Krawczyk et al. [59] after a suitable subdivision of the original
image into layers of similar luminance.
There is another category, that of gradient-based TMOs, which rely on the idea of shrink-
ing large intensity gradients while preserving small fluctuations, corresponding to fine details.
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Figure 5.5: First column: two different original images taken as reference. Second column:
output of our algorithm. It can be noticed an artifact in the left hand image due to the failure
of the refinement step explained in the text.
Tumblin and Turk [116] used a hierarchical method based on a Partial Differential Equation
(PDE) inspired by anisotropic diffusion.
Durand and Dorsey [28] and Kuang et al. [60] obtained improved results by using tech-
niques inspired by bilateral filtering.
Fattal et al. [31] and Mantiuk et al. [67] proposed methods where spatially varying
compression factors were used to implement suitable manipulations of the gradient field.
In [32], we followed the TM philosophy proposed by Ward et al. [123], which is that the
main purpose of TM is to emulate as much as possible the perception of contrast and color
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Figure 5.6: First row, from left to right: tone mapped results of our HDR generation model
and that of Gallo et al., respectively. Second row: detail magnification of the pictures above.
The color difference is due to the different tone mapping operators used. We stress that the
artifact visible in the image of Gallo et al’s is not produced by the tone mapping operator,
but by their HDR formation model.
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produced by the real-world scene. Lacking a perfect model of the Human Visual System
(HVS), we concentrate instead on well-established facts of visual perception (experimental
data on visual adaptation and contrast perception) to propose our TM operator.
While visual adaptation is considered a retinal process, local contrast enhancement (and
color constancy) is thought to involve also higher stages of the visual cortex, see e.g. Hubel’s
book [49]. This suggests that the processes involved in these two phases are quite different;
therefore, we have decided to mimic them (or rather their outputs) in two independent stages
of our algorithm.
5.3.1 A two-stage tone mapping
Neuroscience experiments to measure visual adaptation have been performed using very sim-
ple, non natural images: brief pulses of light with intensity I were superimposed on a uniform
background.
As already recalled, when a photoreceptor absorbs a photon, the electric potential of its
membrane changes accordingly to the empirical law known as the Michaelis-Menten equation
(2.1), that we replicate here for clarity:
r(I) =
∆V
∆Vmax
=
Iγ
Iγ + IγS
, (5.5)
as said in chapter 2, IS is the light level at which the photoreceptor response is half maximal,
called the semisaturation level, and which is usually associated with the level of adaptation.
Each type of cone is most sensitive over a particular waveband, thus the semisaturation
constant must depend on the amount of light in this same waveband that reaches it, not on
the luminance of the light source, as Boynton [16] and Wade and Wandell [121] point out.
The change of electric potential ∆V is the photoreceptor’s physiological response to I,
Vmax is the highest difference of potential that can be generated, and γ is constant, measured
as 0.74 for the rhesus monkey [117].
We should point out that this change in electric potential describes the light response of
one single living photoreceptor isolated in a tiny glass pipette, and it is not the response of
the cell embedded in the retina.
Adjacent photoreceptors strongly affect each other both chemically and electrically: none
of the retina’s approximately 125 million photoreceptor cells respond independently, and the
brain receives no light meter-like signals from them. Instead, three layers of retinal neurons
interconnect to construct 20 or more different kinds of signals that summarize local changes
in retinal illumination, the receptive fields.
Little more than 1 million retinal ganglion cells send these change-summaries toward the
brain by varying their firing rates ( 1-100 Hz). A bundle of their extremely long (2-3 cm)
individual axons comprise the optic nerve bundle that leaves the back of each eyeball, even
including response signals traveling from the brain back to the retina.
Equation (2.1) has been used extensively in the TM literature, as mentioned in the previ-
ous section. Although not been explicitly stated, the underlying assumption here is that the
output of eq. (2.1), a ratio of voltage amplitudes of electrical responses (or the ratio of light
intensities), which is a physical magnitude, is assumed to be correlated with the perceived
brightness, which is a sensation, a perceptual magnitude.
To recap, each TMOs which use (2.1), or variations of it, take an HDR input intensity
and give an LDR output trying to mimic the perceived brightness.
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On the side of perception of intensity changes, we have Weber-Fechner’s law of chapter 2,
i.e. the logarithmic behavior of the sensation of light intensity: s(I) = s0 + k log(n+ I).
As pointed out in [100], this logarithmic transformation is probably the simplest proce-
dure one might use as a TMO, and it works fairly well for medium-dynamic-range images.
Nonetheless, this equation is questionable and still contested in the psychophysics community,
where researchers disagree on the validity of accumulating and/or integrating JNDs to assess
supra-threshold stimuli of any sort.
Now we have two equations, Michaelis-Menten’s (MM) and Weber-Fechner’s (WF), which
are different but which are used (directly or with some modifications) under the assumption
that they are both modeling the same thing, namely, the perceived brightness.
This obviously cannot be, so let us look at this matter in more detail. Michaelis-Menten
(MM) and Weber-Fechner (WF) equations certainly do not match, in fact the two equations
mathematically model results of markedly different experiments that measured very differ-
ent visual phenomena. WF describes detectable-difference thresholds for small, steady-state
stimuli; users adapt to a steady, uniform background, and experiments measure the tiniest
steady difference we can distinguish from that background.
MM models electrical responses to flashed stimuli; it measures how well we can detect
tiny differences in intensities far away from that of the adapting background (and measured
before our adaptation level can change). Since MM does not match with WF, we cannot
claim that a TMO based on the NR equation accurately models perception in the HVS.
But this would seem to be only an issue from a theoretical point of view because theTM-
results obtained with these NR-like methods, based on modifications of (1), are quite good
and usually better than those obtained with the logarithmic mapping corresponding to WF;
their overall appearance seems closer to our own perception.
To try to understand this, let us recall that TMOs map an arbitrarily large radiance range
into image values in a limited range, without loss of generality we may assume that the output
range is the interval [0, 1]. The values given by MM are already in this interval, but for WF,
it is necessary to apply a normalization step to the output.
The outputs of MM and WF are fairly similar for the first three or four orders of I, but
then the output of MM tends to 1 while the output of WF increases indefinitely.
The fact that MM tends to 1 for high-radiance values is explained by the saturation prop-
erty of photoreceptors: the activity of cones covers approximately four orders of magnitude
around the semisaturation value, as it is explained by Valeton and van Norren [117], and for
higher radiances the cones saturate.
The saturation of the cones is not considered in WF, and therefore the corresponding
curve always increases. Taking all the above into account, we propose the following: since
cones are indeed saturating, in order to model the perceptual response we must not use the
curve obtained with steady stimuli fields because these fields do not cause saturation in the
cones and we end up with the logarithmic curve, which increases indefinitely.
Instead, we must use the curve obtained with pulsating fields. This complies with WF in
an operative range of four orders of magnitude, but for higher radiances increases very steeply
because the cones saturate at those radiance values.
Dunn et al. [27], while talking about visual adaptation and saccades, say the following:
‘retinal mechanisms [. . .] adjust sensitivity in the 200 ms intervals between saccades,’ and ‘As
we make saccades to explore a visual scene, retinal neurons encounter a wide range of light
intensities. Receptor and postreceptor adaptation permit the amplification required to see
objects in shadows while avoiding saturation from the sky. The combination of these adaptive
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mechanisms allows the visual system to encode details in a scene with greater fidelity than a
standard camera at a single exposure setting’.
The implication would be that while viewing real-world scenes, as we frequently use sac-
cadic movements to look for and track objects or simply to gather all of the details, the stimuli
fields are not steady but pulsed. Hence, the curve that more accurately matches perception
in real-world images would be the upper curve in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Cones saturate when the stimuli field is not steady but pulsed: perceptual curves
of cones for pulsed and steady stimuli, figure adapted from Shevell [110].
In short, from Figure 5.7 there seems to be an inflexion point at the radiance value
located approximately two orders of magnitude above the semisaturation radiance, which we
will call IM : for radiances below IM , Weber-Fechner’s law holds, so the perceptually valid
tone mapping curve is the one given by WF; for radiances above IM , the cones’ responses
start to saturate so the perceptually (and physiologically) valid tone mapping curve must
have an horizontal asymptote, and for this we can use the curve given by the MM.
With this information, we can now introduce the first stage of our algorithm. We propose
to use a TMcurve C(I) which combines the curves MM and WF in the aforementioned way:
C(I) =
{
s0 + k log(I + n) if I ≤ IM
Lγ
Lγ+LγS
if I > IM
(5.6)
where s0 is chosen so as to ensure the continuity of c at the critical point IM . the output of
c will be normalized, i.e., linearly scaled so that it spans the interval [0, 1].
Fig. (5.8) shows the TM results obtained using MM, WF and C(I) on the same HDR im-
age. The left-hand image, obtained using MM, has an overall good contrast but the brightest
regions appear overexposed (e.g., the areas near the windows or the trees); the middle image,
obtained with the logarithmic mapping of WF, has overall poor contrast but the details of
the brightest regions are not lost.
The right-hand result is the one obtained with the first stage of our proposed method,
C(I), and we see that it combines the best characteristics of the other two images, showing
overall good contrast and little or no loss of detail in the brightest areas.
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Figure 5.8: Left: TM output using the Michaelis-Menten equation. Middle: TM output using
a logarithmic mapping (Weber-Fechner’s law). Right: TM output of the first stage of our
method, eq. 5.6.
The second stage consists simply in the application of the perceptually-inspired variational
algorithm for color correction discussed in chapter 4, which is associated to higher stages of
visual perception and will produce a local enhancement of the first stage, also allowing the
reduction of a possible color cast due to a non-neutral illuminant in the photographed scene.
All the implementation details of the two-stage tone mapper and the comparison with the
state of the art TMOs are given in [32], here I just want to stress the fact that the proposed
tone mapper has the best overall performance with respect one of the most vastly used quality
measure [9].
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Chapter 6
Statistics of natural images
The Human Visual System (HVS from now on) has evolved to optimize the elaboration and
transmission of visual signals originating from natural scenes. Since the whole optimization
process is complex and still not fully understood, here we will only deal with second-order
redundancy reduction. Two kind of redundancies can be distinguished in the interaction
between humans and natural scenes: firstly, in natural scenes nearby points are likely to
send similar radiance information to the eyes (unless they lie in the proximity of a sharp
edge), which implies a strong spatial correlation. Secondly, light signals are absorbed by the
three L,M,S-type cones, whose sensitivity is not independent, as can be seen by looking at
their spectral sensitivity functions L(λ),M(λ), S(λ), depicted in Figure 6.1. This implies a
strong chromatic correlation. When both effects are taken into account, one speaks about
spatio-chromatic correlation.
Figure 6.1: The Vos-Walraven cone sensitivity functions (adapted from [18], page 92).
Known results of second order statistics between pixel values are the Fourier-like structure
of Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a result of spatial stationarity, and the power-law
decay of the covariance, as a possible consequence of scale-invariance. Higher order statistics
have also been largely investigated, for instance through wavelets or sparse coding.
On the other hand, several works have been concerned with chromatic redundancy in
images, mostly through second order property and in connection with opponent color spaces.
However, the spatio-chromatic structure of color images has been less studied. One of the
most striking known empirical observation is that the spatio-chromatic covariance matrices
resemble a tensor product between a Fourier basis and color opponent channels, as pointed
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out in section 6.1.
In this work, we focus on this statistical characteristic, both from a theoretical and an ex-
perimental perspective, proving that two simple assumptions on the nature of spatiochromatic
covariance matrices of real-world images are enough to explain the reason for the appearance
of the tensor product structure.
In order to have a better perspective on this result, we will first start by recalling the
most relevant results of second order natural image statistics related to this work.
6.1 Brief state of the art in second order natural color image
statistics
The literature about natural image statistics is vast and its exhaustive presentation is far
beyond the scope of this paper. Here we will emphasize only the results from [18] and
from [106], which are essential to understand our results.
Before describing these works, let us recall that when principal component analysis (PCA)
is performed on small natural image patches, the basic features that result are Fourier de-
scriptors, see for instance [75]). This fact is a consequence of spatial stationarity. More
involved patch decompositions, relying on the minimization of redundancy, as in [7], or on
sparse decompositions, as in [75], yield localized, band-pass and oriented filters resembling
wavelet decompositions. Analogous elementary patches have been obtained with the use of
Independent Component Analysis (ICA), see e.g. [51].
6.1.1 Chromatic redundancy in natural images
The first statistical information about chromatic redundancy has been experimentally ob-
tained in [73] in the framework of color segmentation of RGB images. For each picture of a
database of 8 RGB images, the authors computed the covariance matrix C of the distribu-
tion of the values of R, G and B at each pixel. If λ1, λ2, λ3 are the eigenvalues of C, with
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3, and if the column vectors vi, i = 1, 2, 3, are the corresponding eigenvectors,
then the color features defined by the inner product Xi = (R,G,B) ·vi, are uncorrelated and
orthogonal.
They found that the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are approximately the following
ones for each image of the database: v1 =
(
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3
)t
, v2 =
(
1
2 , 0,−12
)t
, v3 =
(−14 , 12 ,−14)t.
These vectors correspond to the three following uncorrelated color features: X1 =
R+G+B
3 ,
X2 =
R−B
2 , X3 =
2G−(R+B)
4 .
This shows that the feature that corresponds to the largest variance is the luminance X1
(or achromatic channel) and the other two features are described by the opponent channels
X2 (red-blue) and X3 (green-violet).
[18] approached the problem of finding uncorrelated color features from a purely theoretical
point of view. Following the already quoted ideas of Attneave, Barlow and MacKay, they
analyzed the problem of an efficient post-retinal information transmission by performing a
PCA on the LMS cone activation values. We shall now give a detailed presentation of this
work, to which our contributions are closely related.
Buchsbaum and Gottschalk considered the abstract ensemble of all possible visual stimuli
(radiances), i.e. S ≡ {S(λ), λ ∈ L}, where L is the spectrum of visible wavelengths. From a
given representative S(λ) ∈ S, a weighted integration of S(λ) over the visual spectrum, with
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weights given by the Vos-Walraven spectral sensitivity functions L(λ),M(λ), S(λ) depicted in
Figure 6.1, yields the three cone activation values L =
∫
L S(λ)L(λ) dλ, M =
∫
L S(λ)M(λ) dλ,
S =
∫
L S(λ)S(λ) dλ.
Assuming that the stimulus S(λ) (coming from a fixed point x¯ of a scene) is a random
variable, a convariance matrix can be build from the three random variables L,M,S. This
matrix, called the chromatic covariance matrix is defined as:
C =
CLL CLM CLSCML CMM CMS
CSL CSM CSS
 , (6.1)
where CLL ≡ E[L ·L]− (E[L])2, CLM ≡ E[L ·M ]−E[L]E[M ] = CML, and so on, E being the
expectation operator.
Let K(λ, µ) = E[S(λ)S(µ)]−E[S(λ)] ·E[S(µ)] be the covariance function, then the entries
of the covariance matrix can be written as CLL =
∫∫
L2 K(λ, µ)L(λ)L(µ) dλdµ, and so on.
To be able to perform explicit calculations, the analytical form of the covariance function
K(λ, µ) must be specified. In the absence of a database of multispectral images, Buchsbaum
and Gottschalk used abstract non-realistic data to compute K(λ, µ). They chose the easiest
covariance function corresponding to visual stimuli maximally uncorrelated with respect to
their energy at different wavelengths, i.e. K(λ, µ) = δ(λ − µ), δ being the Dirac distribu-
tion. As the authors observe, this condition is satisfied only if the ensemble S is made of
monochromatic signals.
With this choice, the entries of the covariance matrix C are all positives and they can
be written as CLL =
∫
L L
2(λ) dλ, CLM =
∫
L L(λ)M(λ) dλ, and so on. C is also real and
symmetric, so it has three positive eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 with corresponding eigenvectors
vi, i = 1, 2, 3. If W is the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of C, i.e. W = [v1|v2|v3],
then the diagonalization of C is given by Λ = W tCW = diag(λ1, λ2, λ3).
The eigenvector transformation of the cone excitation values L,M,S, in the special case
of monochromatic stimuli, is thenA(λ)P (λ)
Q(λ)
 = W t
L(λ)M(λ)
S(λ)
 .
The transformed values A,P,Q are uncorrelated and their covariance matrix is Λ. A is the
achromatic channel, while P and Q are associated to the opponent chromatic channels.
The key point in Buchsbaum and Gottschalk’s theory is the application of Perron-Frobenius
theorem (see e.g. [13] for more details), which assures that positive matrices, i.e. matrices
whose entries are all strictly greater than zero, have one and only one eigenvector whose en-
tries have all the positive sign, and this eigenvector corresponds to the largest eigenvalue, i.e.
λ1. So, only the transformed A channel will be a linear combination of the cone activation
values L,M,S with positive coefficients, while the channels P and Q will show opponency.
This is the theoretical reason underlying the evidence of post-retinal chromatic opponent
behavior, following Buchsbaum and Gottschalk.
The monochromatic signal energy of the channels has the following property:∫
L
A2(λ) dλ :
∫
L
P 2(λ) dλ :
∫
L
Q2(λ) dλ = λ1 : λ2 : λ3. (6.2)
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The explicit form of the matrices C, W t and Λ within Buchsbaum-Gottschalk’s theory
are the following:
C =
77.0622 38.6204 0.064938.6204 22.8099 0.0646
0.0649 0.0646 0.0151
 , (6.3)
W t =
0.887 0.461 0.0009−0.46 0.88 0.01
0.004 −0.01 0.99
 , (6.4)
Λ = diag(97.2, 2.78, 0.015). (6.5)
The large covariance values between L and M and the very small ones between these two
channels and S are a direct consequence of the use of Vos-Walraven’s sensitivity functions
and the hypothesis K(λ, µ) = δ(λ− µ). In Section 6.3 we will see that if we compute C from
a database of natural images, then the difference among covariance values is rather small.
Using the data obtained above, Buchsbaum and Gottschalk could write explicitly the
transformation from (L,M,S) to (A,P,Q) as follows:
A ' 0.887L+ 0.461M
P ' −0.46L+ 0.88M
Q = 0.004L− 0.01M + 0.99S,
the energy ratios among A, P and Q being 97.2 : 2.78 : 0.015. Again, we observe that the
unrealistic hypothesis of maximally uncorrelated visual signals implies that the achromatic
channel accounts for the great majority of the energy transmitted and the blue channel has
practically no influence in the computation of the achromatic stimulus.
6.1.2 Spatio-chromatic redundancy in natural images
The earliest attempts to build a computational model of spatiochromatic image coding in
early vision are represented by [26] and [7]. However, the most influential paper in this field
is [106], where Ruderman, Cronin and Chiao proposed a patch-based spatio-chromatic coding
and tested Buchsbaum-Gottschalk’s theory on a database of 12 multispectral natural images
of foliage.
We now give a detailed account the experiments performed in [106]. First of all, the
authors have shown that the scatterplots in the LM and LS planes of the L,M,S cone
activations values (corresponding to 1000 pixels randomly selected in the database) show a
high degree of correlation but also asymmetry.
The authors decided to study these data by first reducing their asymmetry: they modified
the LMS values by taking their decimal logarithm and then they subtracted the average
image value in the logarithmic domain. They obtained the so-called Ruderman-Cronin-Chiao
coordinates, i.e. L˜ = LogL− 〈LogL〉, M˜ = LogM − 〈LogM〉 and S˜ = LogS − 〈LogS〉. This
transform is motivated with the fact that, following Weber-Fechner’s law, uniform logarithmic
changes in stimulus intensity tend to be equally perceptible, see [39]. Moreover, second-order
statistics of log-transformed data is similar to that of linear images, see [105]. Instead, the
motivation for the average substraction is to assess the data independently on the illumination
level, analogously to a von Kries procedure (see [120]).
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Following [106], if L˜, M˜ , S˜, are the basis vectors in the logarithmically-transformed space,
then the application of the PCA gives the following three principal axes:
l = 1√
3
(L˜+ M˜ + S˜)
α = 1√
6
(L˜+ M˜ − 2S˜)
β = 1√
2
(L˜− M˜).
(6.6)
The color space spanned by these three principal axes is called lαβ space. The standard
deviations of the l, α, β coordinates are σl = 0.353, σα = 0.0732 and σβ = 0.00745. Notice
that there is an inversion in the importance of opponent channels with respect to [18]: here
the L−M channel has the lowest variance.
To study spatiochromatic decorrelated features, Ruderman, Cronin and Chiao considered
3× 3 patches, with each pixel containing a 3-vector color information, so that every patch is
converted in a vector with 27 components that they analyzed with the PCA. The principal
axes of these small patches in the logarithmic space are depicted in Figure 6.2. It can be
seen that the first principal axis shows fluctuations in the achromatic channel, followed by
blue-yellow fluctuations in the α direction and red-green ones in the β direction.
Figure 6.2: Principal axes of 3×3 patches arranged in order of decreasing eigenvalue, from left
to right, top to bottom (adapted from [106], page 2041). The color rendering that the authors
performed is the following: firstly, the R,G,B values are linearly related to the logarithmic
L˜, M˜ , S˜ values via these formulae R = 128(L˜+ 1), G = 128(M˜ + 1), B = 128(S˜ + 1). Notice
that X˜ = 0 if and only if LogX = 〈LogX〉, for X = L,M,S, so the previous relations set
the average image values in the logarithmic domain to 128. Finally, the (R,G,B) values so
obtained are linearly stretched to [0,255].
The spatial axes are largely symmetrical and can be represented by Fourier features, in line
with the translation-invariance of natural images, as argued in [36]. It is important to stress
that in Figure 6.2 no pixel within the patches appear other than the primary gray, blue-yellow
or red-green colors, i.e. no mixing of l, α, β has been found in any 3× 3 patch. These means
that not only the single-pixel principal axes l, α, β, but also the spatially-dependent principal
axes l(x), α(x), β(x), viewed as functions of the spatial coordinate x inside the patches, are
decorrelated.
These results have been confirmed by [79] and, in Section 6.3, we will perform similar
experiments on much larger databases.
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6.2 Relationship between second order stationarity and the
decorrelated spatiochromatic features of natural images
In this section we will analyze the consequence of second order stationarity in natural images
on their decorrelated spatiochromatic features. For the sake of clarity, we will first start with
the simplest case of gray-level images, where stationarity implies that the principal compo-
nents are Fourier basis functions. We will then extend this result to the color case and show
that a supplementary hypothesis on color covariance matrices yields principal components ob-
tained as the tensor product between Fourier basis functions on the one hand, and achromatic
plus opponent color coordinates on the other hand.
6.2.1 The gray-level case
Let I be a gray-level natural image of dimension W × H, W being the width (number of
columns) and H being the height (number of rows) of I.
If we denote the H rows of I as r0, . . . , rH−1, then we can describe the position of each
pixel of I row-wise as follows:
I = {rjk; j = 0, . . . ,H − 1, k = 0, . . . ,W − 1}, (6.7)
j is the row index and k is the column index1. Each row rj = (rj0, . . . , r
j
W−1) will be interpreted
as a W -dimensional random vector and each component rjk as a random variable.
Let us define the spatial covariance of the two random variables rjk, r
j′
k′ :
cov(rjk, r
j′
k′) ≡ cj,j
′
k,k′ = E[r
j
kr
j′
k′ ]− E[rjk]E[rj
′
k′ ]. (6.8)
Due to the symmetry of covariance we have cj,j
′
k,k′ = c
j′,j
k′,k. Then, we can write the spatial
covariance matrix of the two random vectors rj , rj
′
as cov(rj , rj
′
) ≡ Cj,j′ , where Cj,j′ is the
W ×W matrix:
Cj,j
′
=

cj,j
′
0,0 c
j,j′
0,1 · · · cj,j
′
0,W−1
cj,j
′
1,0 c
j,j′
1,1 · · · cj,j
′
1,W−1
...
...
. . .
...
cj,j
′
W−1,0 · · · · · · cj,j
′
W−1,W−1
 . (6.9)
Finally, the spatial covariance matrix C of the image I can be written as:
C =

C0,0 C0,1 · · · C0,H−1
C1,0 C1,1 · · · C1,H−1
...
...
. . .
...
CH−1,0 · · · · · · CH−1,H−1
 . (6.10)
Notice that C is a HW × HW matrix because each sub-matrix Cj,j′ is a W ×W matrix.
1To avoid cumbersome repetitions of the indexes variability, from now on, we will suppose that j, j′ ∈
{0, . . . H − 1} and k, k′ ∈ {0, . . .W − 1}, unless otherwise specified.
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Explicitly, we have that
C =

 c
0,0
0,0 · · · c0,00,W−1
...
. . .
...
c0,0W−1,0 · · · c0,0W−1,W−1
 · · ·
c
0,H−1
0,0 · · · c0,H−10,W−1
...
. . .
...
c0,H−1W−1,0 · · · c0,H−1W−1,W−1

...
. . .
...c
H−1,0
0,0 · · · cH−1,00,W−1
...
. . .
...
cH,1W−1,0 · · · cH−1,0W−1,W−1
 · · ·
c
H−1,H−1
0,0 · · · cH−1,H−10,W−1
...
. . .
...
cH−1,H−1W−1,0 · · · cH−1,H−1W−1,W−1


(6.11)
Each sub-matrix Cj,j
′
is a symmetric and positive definite real matrix.
Let us now introduce the hypothesis of spatial invariance in this context and and analyze
its consequences.
6.2.2 Spatial invariance of the covariance
Hypothesis 1. From now on, the covariance of I is assumed to be invariant under translations
of the row and column index: cj,j
′
k,k′ = c
|j−j′|
|k−k′|.
Hypothesis 1 will be tested in Section 6.3. We notice that it is weaker than the typical def-
inition of second order stationarity because here we do not assume the translation invariance
of the mean.
Alongside this hypothesis, we add a technical requirement on the geometry of digital
images which is implicitly assumed every time the Fourier transform is considered, i.e. we
will consider a symmetrized spatial domain with a toroidal distance, which means that we will
perform the identification rjk = r
j′
k′ when j ≡ j′ (mod H) and k ≡ k′ (mod W ), i.e. every
time there exist a, b ∈ Z such that j′ − j = aH and k′ − k = bW .
As a covariance matrix, C is real, symmetric and positive-definite. Now, as a consequence
of the previous hypotheses, the matrix C is also block-circulant with circulant blocks. Indeed,
the Cj,j
′
are circulant matrices, i.e. matrices where each row vector is rotated one element to
the right relative to the preceding row vector2. If we use the convenient shorthand notation
‘circ( )’ to denote a circulant matrix, by specifying only the first row between the round
brackets, then Cj,j
′
can be written as follows:
Cj,j
′
= circ
(
cj,j
′
0,0 , c
j,j′
0,1 , . . . , c
j,j′
0,W−1
)
. (6.12)
Now, if we write Cj ≡ C0,j , j = 0, . . . ,H − 1 it is straightforward to see that the covariance
matrix C is block-circulant and can be explicitly written as:
C = circ
(
C0, C1, . . . , CH−1
)
. (6.13)
It is well known that an n × n circulant matrix has n eigenvalues corresponding to the
DFT of the finite sequence given by the first row of the matrix itself, and its eigenvectors are
the Fourier basis functions, see e.g. [42].
2This can be easily verified by noticing that cj,j
′
k,k′ = c
j,j′
k+1,k′+1.
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Let us apply this general result to the W ×W circulant matrices Cj . The set of eigenvalue
equations Cjem = λ
j
mem, λ
j ∈ C and e ∈ CW , m = 0, . . . ,W − 1, can be written as the
following matrix equation CjEW = Λ
jEW , where
3:
Λj = diag(cˆjm; m = 0, . . . ,W − 1), cˆjm =
W−1∑
k=0
cjke
− 2piimkW , (6.14)
and
EW = [e0|e1| · · · |eW−1]
=
1√
W

1 1 · · · 1
1 e−
2pii
W · · · e− 2pii(W−1)W
...
...
. . .
...
1 e−
2pii(W−1)
W · · · e− 2pii(W−1)
2
W
 . (6.15)
The following remark will help us understanding how to extend the previous diagonalization pro-
cedure to the whole matrix C.
Remark 1. Let M = circ(M0, . . . ,MH−1) be a block-circulant matrix and let us assume that the
blocks M j can be diagonalized on the same basis B. If we write EH = [e0|e1| · · · |eH−1], with the
vectors ej defined as in eq. (6.15) for all j = 0, . . . ,H−1, then it can be verified by direct computation
that EH ⊗B is a basis of eigenvectors of M , where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
In the case of our spatial covariance matrix C, all the submatrices Cj have the same basis of
eigenvectors EW , thus the result stated in the previous remark can be directly applied on the matric
C to guarantee that EH ⊗ EW = [em,l], where
em,l =
(
1, e−2pii(
m
W +
l
H ), . . . , e−2pii(
m(W−1)
W +
l(H−1)
H )
)t
√
HW
, (6.16)
for m = 0, . . . ,W − 1, and l = 0, . . . ,H − 1 provides a basis of eigenvectors for the matrix C.
Actually, due to the symmetry of covariance matrices, the complex parts of the exponentials
involving the sinus function cancel out (see [42]) and so the 2D cosine Fourier basis also constitute a
basis of eigenvectors of C.
6.2.3 The color case
Let u : Ω→ [0, 255]3 be an RGB image function, where Ω is the spatial domain, and, for all (j, k) ∈ Ω,
u(j, k) = (R(j, k), G(j, k), B(j, k)) is the vector whose components are the red, green and blue intensity
values of the pixel defined by the coordinates (j, k).
We define the spatiochromatic covariance matrix among two pixels of position (j, k) and (j′, k′),
cj,j
′
k,k′(R,G,B), by extending eq. (6.8) as follows:CRR(j, j′, k, k′) CRG(j, j′, k, k′) CRB(j, j′, k, k′)CGR(j, j′, k, k′) CGG(j, j′, k, k′) CGB(j, j′, k, k′)
CBR(j, j
′, k, k′) CBG(j, j′, k, k′) CBB(j, j′, k, k′)
 (6.17)
In the particular case defined by j′ = j and k′ = k, we will call cj,j
′
k,k′(R,G,B) ‘chromatic autocovari-
ance’ and denote it simply as c0(R,G,B). Notice that the matrix analyzed in [18] is the chromatic
autocovariance of LMS values.
3We have used the simplified notation cjm ≡ c0,j0,m to denote the matrix element of position m in the first
row of the matrix Cj , m = 0, . . . ,W − 1.
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We then define the spatiochromatic covariance matrix Cj,j
′
(R,G,B) among the two random vectors
rj, rj
′
given by the j-th and j′-the rows of the spatial support of u by extending eq. (6.9) as follows:
cj,j
′
0,0 (R,G,B) c
j,j′
0,1 (R,G,B) · · · cj,j
′
0,W−1(R,G,B)
cj,j
′
1,0 (R,G,B) c
j,j′
1,1 (R,G,B) · · · cj,j
′
1,W−1(R,G,B)
...
...
. . .
...
cj,j
′
W−1,0(R,G,B) · · · · · · cj,j
′
W−1,W−1(R,G,B)
 . (6.18)
Finally, we define the spatiochromatic covariance matrix C(R,G,B) of the RGB image u by extending
eq. (6.10) to the 3HW × 3HW matrix defined in this way:
C0,0(R,G,B) C0,1(R,G,B) · · · C0,H−1(R,G,B)
C1,0(R,G,B) C1,1(R,G,B) · · · C1,H−1(R,G,B)
...
...
. . .
...
CH−1,0(R,G,B) · · · · · · CH−1,H−1(R,G,B)
 . (6.19)
Now, supposing that all the elements of the matrices (6.17) are positive, thanks to the Perron-
Frobenius theorem we can assure that each of these cj,j
′
k,k′(R,G,B) matrices has a basis of eigenvectors
that can be written as a triad of achromatic plus opponent chromatic channels. If we further assume
that the matrices (6.17) can be diagonalized on the same basis of eigenvectors (A,P,Q), then, thanks
to Remark 1, we have that the eigenvectors of the spatiochromatic covariance matrix C(R,G,B) can
be written as the following Kronecker product:
(A,P,Q)⊗ em,l ∈ R3HW , (6.20)
which is precisely the type of eigenvectors that have been exhibited experimentally in [104]. A standard
result of linear algebra guarantees that a set of matrices can be diagonalized on the same basis of
eigenvectors if and only if they commute4. Thanks to the hypothesis of translation invariance of
covariance, this is verified if and only if the generic covariance matrix cj,j
′
k,k′(R,G,B) commutes with
the chromatic autocovariance matrix c0(R,G,B).
It is convenient to resume all the hypotheses made and results obtained so far in the following
proposition.
Theorem 6.2.1 Let u : Ω → [0, 255]3 be an RGB image function, with a periodized spatial domain
Ω, and suppose that
1. The spatiochromatic covariance matrices matrices cj,j
′
k,k′(R,G,B) defined in (6.17) depend only
on the distances |j − j′|, |k − k′|, i.e. the covariance of u is stationary;
2. All matrices cj,j
′
k,k′(R,G,B) are positive, i.e. their elements are strictly greater than 0;
3. The following commutation property holds:
[c0(R,G,B), cj,j
′
k,k′(R,G,B)] = 0, ∀(j, k), (j′, k′) ∈ Ω. (6.21)
Then, the eigenvectors of the spatiochromatic covariance matrix C(R,G,B) defined in (6.19) can be
written as the Kronecker product (A,P,Q) ⊗ em,l, where (A,P,Q) is the achromatic plus opponent
color channels triad and em,l is the 2D cosine Fourier basis.
proposition
Proposition 6.2.1 defines a mathematical framework where the empirical result shown in Figure 6.2
can be formalized and understood in terms of statistical properties of natural images. In the following
section we will test this framework with the help of two large databases of RGB images.
4We recall that, given two generic matrices A and B for which the products AB and BA is well defined,
[A,B] ≡ AB − BA is called the ‘commutator’ between them. Of course A and B commute if and only if
[A,B] = 0.
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6.3 Validations on natural image databases
The validity of Proposition 6.2.1 is constrained by some hypotheses. In this section we present the
tests that we have performed to check their validity.
To perform our numerical experiences we have selected two databases that are best suited for
different scopes. The first one is an excerpt from the database described in [46], which consists of 2.3
million of 1024×768 copyright-free RGB images taken from the popular website Flickr. The images
of the database have been randomly ordered to reduce as much as possible the scene content bias.
The advantage of this first database is its large number of images, which enabled us to check that the
stability of our results.
The second database is made of personal RAW photographs of 7000 natural scenes. Each 4-
neighborhood of pixels in a raw image contains two pixels corresponding to the R and B channels and
two pixels corresponding to the G channel. We demosaicked each RAW image to build a subsampled
RGB image simply by keeping unaltered the R and B information and averaging the G channel. The
advantage of this second database is that RAW images are free from post-processing operations such
as gamma correction, white balance or compression, thus, modulo camera noise, they provide a much
better approximation of irradiance than the images of the first database.
6.3.1 Computation of the covariance matrices
Since the test that we have performed are related to covariance matrices, it is logic to start describing
how these matrices are obtained from the images of the databases. First of all, in order to simplify
their computation, the expectation of the empirical average image of the ensemble has been subtracted
to all images.
We first concentrated on the evaluation of the chromatic autocovariance c0(R,G,B). Even if
the simplest way to compute the covariance is via the Fourier transform, which implicitly assumes
periodicity and may lead to biases, we chose the alternative strategy that we are going to describe
in detail hereafter. First of all, the expectation operator E involved in its computation has been
approximated by randomly selecting a pixel in N different images of the database, storing its RGB
values in three N -dimensional row vectors vµ, µ ∈ {R,G,B}, and then estimating the elements of the
chromatic autocovariance matrices as follows: CRR = vRvR
t/N , CRG = vRvG
t/N , and so on. Notice
that it is possible to compute the covariances in this way because of the initial subtraction of the
average image.
We then turned our attention to the spatiochromatic covariance matrices cj,j
′
k,k′(R,G,B) with j 6= j′
and k 6= k′. To simplify the notation, from now on we will write cj,j′k,k′(R,G,B) ≡ cd(R,G,B), where
d =
√
(j − j′)2 + (k − k′)2. We compute cd(R,G,B) by randomly selecting a different point (j, k) ∈ Ω
in each image of the packet and considering its four neighbors (j−d, k), (j+d, k), (j, k−d), (j, k+d),
we then count how many of these neighbors actually fall in the image domain Ω and we create the
vectors vµ and wµ, µ ∈ {R,G,B}: in wµ we store the R,G,B values of the neighbors of (j, k) that fall
in Ω, while in vµ we store the R,G,B values of the central pixel (j, k) repeated as many times as the
length of vµ. We iterate the procedure for all the images of the packet and we concatenate the values
of the random pixels and their neighbors in the vectors vµ and wµ, respectively. The estimation of
the matrix elements of cd(R,G,B) can be done as follows: CdRR = vRwR
t/L, CdRG = vRwG
t/L, and
so on, where here L denotes the common length of vµ and wµ.
6.3.2 Stability of the covariance computation with respect to the number
of images and the image content
As previously stated, the very large Flickr database allows us checking the stability of the covariance
matrices computation. We will now introduce the details of the stability tests. If we fix a threshold
ε = 10−D, D ∈ N, then we consider the estimation of c0(R,G,B) ε-stable when the relative error
defined by ‖c0N+1(R,G,B) − c0N (R,G,B)‖/‖c0N+1(R,G,B)‖ is smaller than ε, where c0N (R,G,B) is
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the estimation of c0(R,G,B) obtained with N images and ‖ ‖ is the 2-norm. Due to the law of large
numbers, we expect the relative error to decrease proportionally to 1/N . This is confirmed by our
experiments, as can be seen in Figure 6.3. A good trade-off between precision and computational time
required to perform the experiments is given by N = 105, which guarantees a 10−4-stable estimation
of the covariance.
Figure 6.3: Relative error decay in the estimation of the chromatic autocovariance matrix
elements.
With this value of N fixed, we tested the stability of the computation with respect to the image
content by selecting 10 different packets of N pictures and comparing the estimation of c0(R,G,B).
Our tests have reported differences in the estimation of c0(R,G,B) of magnitude 10−4, which is the
same order as the stability error, this confirms that the bias induced by the image content is negligible.
When we computed the spatial distributions of the chromatic autocovariances we have found an
almost perfect homogeneity, with only a small vertical gradient: covariances are slightly larger in the
upper part of the images and smaller in lower parts.
6.3.3 The chromatic autocovariance matrix c0(R,G,B) and its eigenvalues
and eigenvectors
The expressions of the chromatic autocovariance matrices relative to the Flickr and RAW databases,
c0Flickr(R,G,B) and c
0
RAW(R,G,B), respectively, that we have obtained are the following:
c0Flickr(R,G,B) =
0.0719 0.0651 0.06120.0651 0.0713 0.0710
0.0612 0.0710 0.0851
 , (6.22)
c0RAW(R,G,B) =
0.0022 0.0021 0.00210.0021 0.0021 0.0022
0.0021 0.0022 0.0024
 , (6.23)
which confirm the positivity assumption on c0(R,G,B). Notice that the covariances observed on the
RAW database are much smaller than those observed on the Flickr database. We believe that this
is mostly due to the fact that the contrast of images posted on Flickr is often much higher than the
contrast of unprocessed RAW images. Despite this difference, the eigenvectors of the previous matrices
are very similar: 
AFlickr = (0.5483, 0.5761, 0.6061) ←→ λ1 = 0.2080,
PFlickr = (0.7179, 0.0474,−0.6945) ←→ λ2 = 0.0170,
QFlickr = (0.4289,−0.8160, 0.3876) ←→ λ3 = 0.0034.
(6.24)
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and 
ARAW = (0.5679, 0.5683, 0.5954) ←→ λ1 = 0.0065,
PRAW = (0.7210, 0.0055,−0.6930) ←→ λ2 = 0.0002,
QRAW = (0.3971,−0.8228, 0.4066) ←→ λ3 = 7.8 · 10−7.
(6.25)
We can see that, using a database of real RGB images and not the idealized visual stimuli of
Buchsbaum and Gottschalk, the blue channel not only appears in the achromatic direction A, but it
is even its dominant component. Observe the similarity between the eigenvectors obtained with the
Flickr and RAW database and those reported in [73], which where also obtained from RGB camera
images.
6.3.4 The exponential decay of spatiochromatic covariance matrix elements
All the spatiochromatic matrices cd(R,G,B) that we have estimated turned out to be positive and
their decay with respect to increasing values of d is reported in the linear, bi-logarithmic and semi-
logarithmic scale in Figure 6.4 for the Flickr database and in Figure 6.5 for the RAW database.
Let us write the generic element of the matrix cd(R,G,B) as cdµν , µ, ν ∈ {R,G,B}. Notice that a
power-law behavior for cdµν would be represented by a linear relationship in the bi-logarithmic scale,
i.e. log(cdµν) = αµν + βµν log(d), which, in fact, is equivalent to c
d
µν = e
αµνdβµν , βµν < 0. However,
as can be seen in Figures 6.4, 6.5, the graphs in the bi-logarithmic scale show a significant deviation
from a linear behavior from d = 100, these distance being expressed in pixels. This confirm in the
color case the fact that the power-law decay of the covariance is not valid for large pixels distances, a
fact already noticed for gray level images in [48].
Moreover, notice that the graphs of Figures 6.4, 6.5 in the semi-logarithmic scale show a linear
decay for all the distances that we have tested (from 1 to 300 pixels). To quantify this behavior
we have performed a linear fit: the value of the coefficient of determination R2 (which expresses the
percentage of empirical data variance that is described by the linear approximation) is greater than
0.98 for all curves.
A linear behavior in the semilogarithmic domain corresponds to an exponential decay: log(cdµν) =
αµν + βµνd is equivalent to c
d
µν = e
αµνeβµν d, βµν < 0. Since c
0
µν = e
αµν , we can write
cdµν = c
0
µνe
βµν d, µ, ν ∈ {R,G,B}, (6.26)
where c0µν is the generic element of the chromatic autocovariance matrix.
The value of the coefficients βµν are listened in Table 6.1. It can be seen that the spatiochromatic
Flickr Database RAW Database
βRR = −0.0028 βRR = −0.0023
βGG = −0.0026 βGG = −0.0021
βBB = −0.0022 βBB = −0.0020
βRG = βGR = −0.0028 βRG = βGR = −0.0022
βRB = βBR = −0.0028 βRB = βBR = −0.0022
βGB = βBG = −0.0025 βGB = βBG = −0.0021
Table 6.1: Slopes of the straight lines which approximate the spatiochromatic covariance
graphs in the semilogarithmic scale for the Flickr and the RAW databases.
covariance relative to the blue channel decreases less rapidly than that of the red and green channels.
This may be explained by the fact that pictures in which the sky is present are characterized by large
homogeneous areas dominated by the blue channel.
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Figure 6.4: Top to bottom. Graphs of the six distinct spatiochromatic covariance matrix
elements in the linear, (natural) bi-logarithmic and semi-logarithmic scale, respectively, as a
function of the pixel distance d. The values were obtained using the Flickr database.
The explicit analytical expressions of cd(R,G,B) that we have managed to obtain are interesting
for two reasons: firstly, they provide an accurate model for the covariance that corrects the power-law
decay; secondly, they allow computing the commutators [c0(R,G,B), cd(R,G,B)] for every distance
d > 0. If the coefficients αµν were all equal, then these commutators would be null matrices, however,
the differences in the values of the exponentials make the matrix elements of the commutators different
than zero. Figure 6.6 shows the absolute and normalized 2-norms of the commutators as a function of
d. It can be seen that, for small values of d, the commutators can be considered approximately null,
however, as d increases, they show deviations from the zero matrix, but they are still small.
A further and, in our personal opinion, more significant test that we have performed on RAW
images is the following: we have transformed the initial data with the Michaelis-Menten eq. (2.1) to
model the first stage of photoreceptors’ output.
We then repeated the spatiochromatic covariance computations on this new transformed database
and we have found again an exponential decay, but this time with exactly the same coefficients for all
the chromatic combinations, i.e. βµν = −0.0033, for all µ, ν ∈ {R,G,B}. This can be explained by
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Figure 6.5: Top to bottom. Graphs of the six distinct spatiochromatic covariance matrix
elements in the linear, (natural) bi-logarithmic and semi-logarithmic scale, respectively, as a
function of the pixel distance d. The values were obtained using the RAW database.
the fact that the photochemical transduction process normalizes the dynamic range of the data to the
interval [0, 1] and sets the average value of each chromatic channel to 1/2.
The by-product of photoreceptors’ photochemical transduction is the rearranging of radiance values
so that all the spatiochromatic covariance matrices commute perfectly. Up to our knowledge, this test
has never been performed before.
We notice that the presence of the three average radiance values in the photoreceptors’ photo-
chemical transduction formula and the fact that they are normalized to the same value 1/2 is crucial
for the rearrangement of the slopes βµν .
As already remarked, RAW data provide a good approximation of real physical irradiance, thus we
believe that this test gives an interesting hint about the consequence of photochemical transduction
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Figure 6.6: Left : Graph of the 2-norm of the commutators between the spatiochromatic
covariance matrices as a function of pixel distance d. Right : Graph of the normalized 2-norm
of the commutators, the normalization is done over the mean value of 2-norm of the product
matrix performed from left to right and from right to left. First row : data obtained with the
Flickr database. Second row : data obtained with the RAW database.
on covariance of natural visual stimuli. However, a better choice would be to perform this test on
multispectral radiance values, in fact the irradiance acquired in the RAW data is integrated with
respect to the RGB camera sensitivity functions, which are very different than the cone sensitivity
curves. This is not yet possible due to the lack of a large database of natural multispectral images. I
will come back on this point in chapter 8.
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Chapter 7
Variational histogram transfer
This final chapter is devoted to a variational formulation of color grading, that is the color matching
of two or more images. We will show that, by minimizing a suitable energy functional, images are
transformed so that they achieve an intermediate common histogram.
Color grading is a main tool for color processing in the post-production industry in order to
match colors of images which may have been taken at different times or with different illumination
conditions, for flicker stabilization of video sequences. or for color balancing, a process that is mostly
done manually.
On the other hand, numerical comparison of images in order to correlate them or extract mutual
information is one of the main topics in computer vision, with applications in different contexts like
depth or disparity computation in stereo images, or optical flow computation. Since images may be
taken by different cameras or under different lighting conditions, their color normalization is a basic
process previous to their comparison.
The main approach to color grading is based on the computation of a color transfer map. In the
case of two color images, source and target, the problem is to find a mapping in the space of colors
that transforms the source into an image with a color distribution as similar as possible to that of the
target. We call this mapping the transfer map. In other cases, instead of a target image, one might
want to specify a reference palette to be matched. The modified image should keep the geometry of
the original one, only its color aspect should be modified. A similar problem can be formulated for
more than two images.
In case of two color images, a transfer map can be computed to match simple statistical values,
like mean and variance [97], the covariance matrix [1], or the whole color histogram [71, 72, 89, 90].
The matching of statistics can be done separately for each channel in the lαβ color space, which
has uncorrelated components, as in [97]. Another possibility is to compute an affine mapping [58, 87]
to map the covariance matrices of two color images. The matching of color histograms is proposed in
[45] and is done on the three channels independently. A color histogram equalization is performed in
[85] by computing a transfer map using mesh deformations to fit the existing histogram to a uniform
histogram.
The formulation of color histogram matching in terms of Monge-Kantorovich’s mass transportation
theory has been considered in [71, 24, 88]. In [71, 24] the authors compute a transport plan (also called
transference plan, see [119]) which minimizes the total displacement cost between the two histograms
that have to be matched. This cost is usually known under the names of Earth Mover Distance (EMD)
or Wasserstein distance [119]. In the case of color images, this cost measures the total amount of color
changes and the minimum cost is computed using linear programming [71, 24]. Recall that a transport
plan pi = {piλ,µ ∈ [0,∞) : λ ∈ {1, . . . , n}, µ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}} matching two histograms {h0(λ)}nλ=1 and
{h1(µ)}mµ=1 is an assignment of the mass h0(λ) of bin λ to the bins of h1 and viceversa. A transfer map
T mapping h0 to h1, i.e., such that h0 ◦ T−1 = h1, corresponds to the case in which piλ,µ = δT (λ),µ,
where δT (λ),µ = 1 if T (λ) = µ and 0 otherwise.
This technique has been applied in [24] to midway color histogram equalization (see [25, 22] for the
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case of gray level images), that is, to the problem of finding a midway histogram in the sense of EMD
distance [119] and computing mappings that transform the original images into images that share this
histogram. If we know the transfer map T mapping the histogram of image U0 onto the histogram of
U1, then the intermediate histogram is associated to the transfer map λ 7→ λ+T (λ)2 where λ ∈ R for
gray level images or in R3 for color images. As in [25], if the algorithm computes a transport plan pi,
one can define a transfer map T (λ) as the barycenter of (piλ,µ)µ.
As a practical method, assuming that the histograms of two given color images can be approxi-
mated by multivariate Gaussian distributions, in [88] Monge-Kantorovich’s formulation is restricted to
find a linear map that approximates the transfer of histograms. Although this method is applied in [88]
to transfer the histogram of one image to another, it can also be used to define a midway histogram as
in [24, 25]. As another efficient method, the transfer map in the color grading method proposed in [90]
is computed by iteratively equalizing all principal axis marginals computed for every possible rotation
of the histogram, until convergence. Then the method is refined by a filtering process, constrained by
the original gradient field, to reduce possible grain artifacts [90].
Here we follow the idea of midway histogram equalization to map the color of two given images so
that they share in as much as possible this histogram.
This permits to distribute the errors in matching histograms in the two images without giving
privilege to one of them. Midway histogram equalization was studied by J. Delon in [24, 25] using
Monge-Kantorovich mass transportation theory both for gray level (a case already considered in [22])
and color images.
But once the transfer map between the color histogram of two images is known, it can be used to
map both images to share a common midway histogram.
Here we propose a new variational model to transform two or more color images in order to
approach their color histograms as much as possible. To briefly describe the process, let us consider a
set of color images {~Uk}mk=1: we want to transform them into new images {~uk}mk=1 that approximately
share an intermediate color histogram which is not specified in advance and, at the same time, we
want to maintain the geometry of each ~Uk. Thus, the energy has to combine the comparison of
histograms with color and shape constraints (which can be codified by the gradient direction). The
shape constraints can be related to the filtering process constrained by the original gradient field used
in [90].
It would be interesting to address this problem from the point of view of Monge-Kantorovich mass
transport theory [119]. However, when three or more images are involved the problem of computing
its barycenter using the Wasserstein distance [119] becomes computationally intractable.
Up to our knowledge, there is no method in the literature that allows realizing such a process
without defining the histogram beforehand.
7.1 A short review of midway histogram equalization
Midway histogram equalization for grey-scale and color images has been extensively studied by J.
Delon [24, 25]. As she observes, if H0, H1 are the cumulative histograms of two original gray-scale
images U0 and U1, respectively, then mapping them to have a cumulative histogram which is the
direct average of the original ones, i.e. H˜ := (H0 +H1)/2, is not always a suitable choice for midway
equalization. An illuminating counterexample is given by the case when U0 and U1 are unimodal
images with spread modes centered at the levels λ0 and λ1, respectively, with λ0 6= λ1. Ideally, one
would expect a midway image to present a single mode centered at (λ0 +λ1)/2, instead it is clear that
the composition of U0 with H˜
−1 ◦H0 spreads the gray levels of the image on two modes centered at
λ0 and λ1 in order to make its histogram correspond as much as possible to H˜. Thus, it generates
new structures that were not present before [24, 25]. Instead, the natural intermediate histogram H¯
is given by
H¯ :=
(
H−10 +H
−1
1
2
)−1
. (7.1)
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Let ψ0 := H¯
−1 ◦H0 and ψ1 := H¯−1 ◦H1 be the mappings of images U0 and U1 into images that share
the midway histogram H¯. Defining T := H−11 ◦H0, we have
ψ0 =
I +H−11 ◦H0
2
=
I + T
2
, ψ1 =
I +H−10 ◦H1
2
=
I + T−1
2
(7.2)
and H¯ =
(
I+T
2
)−1 ◦H0 = H1 ◦ ( I+T−12 )−1, where I denotes the identity map. Observe that T maps
U0 into an image whose histogram is H1. In [22] ψ0, ψ1 are computed using a dynamic programming
algorithm.
Delon shows that these results can be embedded in a more abstract Monge-Kantorovich’s frame-
work which has the advantage to be easily extendible to any dimension, thus permitting to compute
a midway equalization of color images. Let h0, h1 be the histograms of two generic images U0, U1,
then h0, h1 can be seen as the Lebesgue densities of the probability measures dµ0(x) = h0(x)dx,
dµ1(x) = h1(x)dx describing the distribution of the image values. The search of an intermediate
histogram between h0 and h1 is then equivalent to the search of an intermediate measure between µ0
and µ1. It can be proven that H¯ can be seen as the cumulative distribution function of the middle
point µ 1
2
of the geodesic that connects µ0 and µ1 in the space of probability measures with respect to
the quadratic transportation cost [119, 25].
As already observed, the discrete Monge-Kantorovich problem gives a transport plan that requires
the solution of a linear programming problem [71, 24] to be computed. Let us mention that transport
plans permit to split the mass of a bin of a given image histogram and distribute it between several
bins of the other histogram. This may be considered a disadvantage. Moreover, the transport plan has
the dimension of the product between the number of bins in both the original and the target image,
this prevents from using fine quantization of the color space (although this may be unavoidable due to
the insufficient quantization of color images). Finally, the extension to the case of more than two color
images is not obvious. As we mentioned in the Introduction, in [88] the authors propose to restrict
the computation of transfer maps to the case of affine maps. Even in this context, the extension of
the method to the case of several images is not evident, although it is an interesting problem.
As stated in the Introduction, the variational method proposed in this paper approaches the color
histogram of the given images without pre-computing it and can be applied to more than two images.
7.2 A variational approach to histogram transfer
To be coherent with the canonical notation in the state of the art about this topic, we will denote
the images as ~U : Ω → [0, 1]N , ~U(x) = (U1(x), . . . , UN (x)). For color images, we have N = 3
and Uk(x) is the intensity level of the pixel x ∈ Ω in the chromatic channel k ∈ {R,G,B}. Ω =
{1, . . . ,W} × {1, . . . ,H} ⊂ N2, W,H ≥ 1 being integers.
The histogram of the image ~U will be denoted by the density function h~U : [0, 1]
N 7→ [0, 1], while
H~U : [0, 1]
N 7→ [0, 1] will represent the cumulative histogram of ~U , coherently with the notations of
chapter 3.
Thus, if ~λ = (λ1, . . . , λN ) ∈ [0, 1]N represents the generic N -dimensional intensity level, we have:
H~U (
~λ) =
∫ λ1
0
· · ·
∫ λN
0
h~U (~µ)d~µ. (7.3)
Note that the cumulative histogram can be equivalently defined from the image ~U as:
H~U (
~λ) =
1
|Ω| |{x ∈ Ω, such that U1(x) ≤ λ1, . . . , UN (x) ≤ λN}|, (7.4)
where | | denotes the area operator.
Our aim is to propose a variational formulation for midway histogram equalization. Assume that
we are given two color images ~U : Ω~U → R3 and ~V : Ω~V → R3 where Ω~U ,Ω~V denote the corresponding
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spatial domains. We want to map the images ~U, ~V onto new images ~u,~v, respectively, so that ~u and
~v share, as much as possible, a common intermediate histogram between those of ~U and ~V . Thus,
the main ingredients of the energy functional that we propose are the distance between the two color
histograms of ~u and ~v and the constraints that impose ~u and ~v to share the same geometric information
as ~U and ~V , respectively.
In order to define such an energy, we need to discuss first the variational formulation of histogram
transfer based on the L2 distance between two histograms. In order to make our presentation more
comprehensible, we shall discuss first the case of gray level images (which have one-dimensional his-
tograms) and compute the first variation of the corresponding energy. This will clarify the differences
between this functional and the transport approach to midway histogram equalization and will also
explain why we need to impose color and geometric constraints. After this, we consider the two-
dimensional case, N = 2, presenting the energy functional and its first variation. The computation
details and the formulae of the color case, N = 3, can be found in [78].
7.2.1 The L2 distance between the cumulative histogram of a gray-scale
image and a reference one and its first variation
Let U : Ω → [0, 1] be a gray level image whose cumulative histogram is HU (λ) = 1|Ω| |{x ∈ Ω :
U(x) ≤ λ}|, λ ∈ [0, 1]. Let Href(λ) be a given reference cumulative histogram. In order to impose the
cumulative histogram of U to be close to Href(λ) we propose to minimize the following energy:
E(U) = 1
2
∫ 1
0
(HU (λ)−Href(λ))2 dλ. (7.5)
Obviously, the minimum would be attained when HU (λ) = Href(λ). This energy term will be later
used together with other (attachment to data and shape-preserving) terms in order to construct an
energy for intermediate histogram equalization of a given set of images.
Let us compute the first variation of the energy (7.5). For that, observe that we may write
HU (λ) =
1
|Ω|
∑
x∈Ω
hλ(U(x)), (7.6)
where
hλ(r) = χ[0,λ](r) λ, r ≥ 0, (7.7)
χ[0,λ] being the characteristic function of the set [0, λ]. Hence, if J : Ω→ R+ denotes a perturbation,
we have
d
d
∣∣∣∣
=0
HU+J(λ) =
1
|Ω|
d
d
∣∣∣∣
=0
∑
x∈Ω
hλ(U(x) + J(x))
=
1
|Ω|
∑
x∈Ω
d
d
∣∣∣∣
=0
hλ(U(x) + J(x))
= − 1|Ω|
∑
x∈Ω
δ(U(x)− λ)J(x) .
(7.8)
Then
d
d
∣∣∣∣
=0
E(U + J) = − 1|Ω|
∫ 1
0
(HU (λ)−Href(λ))
∑
x∈Ω
δ(U(x)− λ)J(x) dλ
= − 1|Ω|
∑
x∈Ω
∫ 1
0
(HU (λ)−Href(λ))δ(U(x)− λ)J(x) dλ
= − 1|Ω|
∑
x∈Ω
(HU (U(x))−Href(U(x)))J(x) .
(7.9)
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That is
∇UE(U) = − 1|Ω| (HU (U)−Href(U)). (7.10)
We remark that we may use a gradient descent algorithm to minimize the energy (7.5). Initializing
with U0 = U , for some positive evolution parameter step τ , the process is described by the equation
Uk+1 = Uk − τ∇UkE(Uk). (7.11)
If H1, H2 are two given reference cumulative histograms, the energy
E1,2(U) := 1
2
∫ 1
0
(HU (λ)−H1(λ))2 dλ+ 1
2
∫ 1
0
(HU (λ)−H2(λ))2 dλ (7.12)
expresses the distance of HU to H1 and H2. Using (7.10), the Euler-Lagrange equation ∇UE1,2(U) = 0
can be written as
HU (U(x)) =
H1(U(x)) +H2(U(x))
2
∀x ∈ Ω. (7.13)
Notice that this equation has to be satisfied by the minimum U of (7.12) and it is not the definition
of HU (U(x)) in terms of the right hand side of (7.13). On the other hand, it does not determine U
uniquely. Moreover, we remark that this energy is not a suitable choice for intermediate histogram
equalization since it may generate new unwanted structures (level lines) in the image (see [24, 25] and
our discussion in Section 7.1). Thus, we add a constraint in order to keep the geometry of the original
image. Before going into details about this constraining, let us extend the above computations to the
vector case.
7.2.2 The L2 distance between the cumulative histogram of a vector-valued
image and a reference one and its first variation
Let us consider the case of vector valued images ~U : Ω → [0, 1]N . To simplify the presentation, let
us study here the case N = 2, the case of color images with N = 3 is described in [78]. Thus, if
~U = (U1, U2) and ~λ = (λ1, λ2) ∈ [0, 1]2, the cumulative histogram of U is defined by H~U (~λ) = 1|Ω| |{x :
U1(x) ≤ λ1, U2(x) ≤ λ2}|. Let Href(~λ) be a reference cumulative histogram. We then define the
transfer energy:
E(~U) = 1
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
(H~U (
~λ)−Href(~λ))2 d~λ. (7.14)
If H1, H2 are defined by
H1(i1, i2) ≡
∫ i2
0
H(i1, λ2)dλ2, H2(i1, i2) ≡
∫ i1
0
H(λ1, i2)dλ1, (7.15)
then, as proven in [78], the first variations of E(~U) with respect to U1, U2 are
∇U1E(~U) = −
1
|Ω|
[
H1~U (U1(x), 1)−H1ref(U1(x), 1)
]
+
1
|Ω|
[
H1~U (U1(x), U2(x))−H1ref(U1(x), U2(x))
]
,
(7.16)
∇U2E(~U) = −
1
|Ω|
[
H2~U (1, U2(x))−H2ref(1, U2(x))
]
+
1
|Ω|
[
H2~U (U1(x), U2(x))−H2ref(U1(x), U2(x))
]
.
(7.17)
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7.2.3 Symmetrization of the cumulation of histogram
Let us mention that, by definition of cumulative histogram, the process described above has an impor-
tant limitation. Let us explain it in the most simple case when N = 1. Indeed, note that for any grey
image U : Ω 7→ [0, 1], we have HU (1) = 1|Ω| |{x : U(x) ≤ 1}| = 1. As a consequence, when computing
the gradient value of white pixels of color value 1, we will always find HU (1)−Href(1) = 1− 1 = 0, so
white pixels never change their intensity value. To remove this limitation, we need to consider H∗, the
histogram defined as H∗U (λ) = |{x : U(x) ≥ λ}|, λ ∈ [0, 1]. The energy (7.5) should then be completed
with the term 12
∫ 1
0
(H∗U (λ)−H∗ref(λ))2 dλ, and the symmetrized energy will be
E(U) = 1
2
∫ 1
0
[
(HU (λ)−Href(λ))2 + (H∗U (λ)−H∗ref(λ))2
]
dλ, (7.18)
allowing white pixels to move their value. Obviously, by symmetry, this new term will not affect the
black pixels, as H∗U (0) = 1 for any image I : Ω→ [0, 1]. For the N -dimensional case, N > 1, we have
E(~U) = 1
2
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
[
(H~U (
~λ)−Href(~λ))2 + (H∗~U (~λ)−H∗ref(~λ))2
]
d~λ. (7.19)
It is clear that the gradient energy formulae previously written still hold for the symmetrized
energy, modulo the introduction of the symmetric terms depending on H∗.
7.3 Intermediate histogram equalization of a set of images
As reviewed in section 7.1, histogram equalization is mainly addressed from the point of view of mass
transfer [25, 90, 88], where the unknown is the transfer function ϕ : [0, 1]N 7→ [0, 1]N mapping a
variable histogram to a reference one. Considering the problem of equalizing (at least) two different
images with respect to their midway histogram, mass transfer methods require an a priori computation
of the midway histogram. The purpose of this section is to show how can we make different images
evolve simultaneously so that their histograms get naturally as close as possible to an unspecified
intermediate histogram.
7.3.1 An energy term to approach the histogram of two images
Suppose that we are given two color images ~U : Ω~U → [0, 1]3 and ~V : Ω~V → [0, 1]3, ~U = (U1, U2, U3),
~V = (V1, V2, V3), and we want to map them into two images with a common histogram as much as
possible. We can then try to construct two color images ~u = (u1, u2, u3) and ~v = (v1, v2, v3) related
to ~U , ~V , respectively, and defined on the spatial domains Ω~U and Ω~V , so that they minimize the
histogram-based energy EH :
EH(~u,~v) = 1
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
(H~u(~λ)−H~v(~λ))2 d~λ+ 1
2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
(H∗~u(~λ)−H∗~v (~λ))2 d~λ. (7.20)
That is, ~u,~v should have similar histograms and be relatively close to the original images ~U , ~V .
Note that, even if the final histograms of ~u and ~v are equal, we cannot guarantee that this is the
true midway histogram of ~U and ~V (in the sense described in Section 7.1). If we consider for instance
two unimodal images ~U = λ0 and ~V = λ1, all pixels of each image are initially equal and they will
always share a common value all along the minimization process (since in this case, the gradient (7.10)
is the same for the whole image). Then, we could obtain any unimodal image ~u = ~v = s, s ∈ [0, 1], as
a minimum of energy (7.20), while we would prefer finding the particular value s ≡ λ0+λ12 . This value
can be obtained if we add a data attachment term to enforce ~u,~v to be close to ~U , ~V , respectively.
Thus, we propose to complement the energy term (7.20) with data attachment terms constraining the
color and geometric information of ~u,~v to be close to those of ~U , ~V .
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7.3.2 Attachment to data and to the image geometry
Contrary to the methods based on histogram transfer, as our variables are the images, we can directly
add some color and geometrical restrictions on the image evolution.
Constraining the colors In order to enforce ~u and ~v to remain as close as possible to the original
images ~U and ~V we define the following attachment to data energy term ED:
ED(~u,~v) =
α~U
2
∑
x∈Ω~U
‖~U(x)− ~u(x)‖2 + α~V
2
∑
x∈Ω~V
‖~V (x)− ~v(x)‖2 , (7.21)
where α~U and α~V are positive real parameters and ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidian norm (a notation that
will be used throughout the paper). With this new term, by setting α~U = α~V , we can constrain the
final images ~u and ~v to have a similar distance to ~U and ~V .
Let us go back to the unimodal toy example ~U = λ0 and ~V = λ1 and consider the energy
EHD = EH + ED, with α~U = α~V =  > 0. In this case both solutions ~u,~v are unimodal, say
~u = λ0, ~v = λ1 with λ0 < λ1. Then we can write the energy EHD in terms of λ0, λ1 and check that
when  > 0 is small enough (which amounts to say that the histogram term EH is dominant in EHD)
the minimum of EHD is reached for the unimodal image ~u = ~v = λ0+λ12 whose histogram corresponds
to the midway one1.
In real applications, the energy EH is usually not zero, and we do not reach the true midway
histogram. Nevertheless, from our experiments, we can assert that the histogram and data energies
(7.20) and (7.21) allow the histograms of ~u and ~v to approach naturally a histogram in a neighborhood
of the midway histogram of ~U and ~V .
Constraining the image geometry We can constrain the shapes of ~u and ~v to be those of the
given images ~U and ~V . To describe the shapes of Ui, Vi we use the normals to its level lines, that is,
we use the vector fields θ(Ui) =
∇Ui
‖∇Ui‖ , θ(Vi) =
∇Vi
‖∇Vi‖ [10] (the quotient must be set to 0 when the
denominator is 0) where ∇ denotes here a discrete gradient operator. Then we say that the scalar
image ui shares the same shapes as Ui (in some sense, the same level lines) if θ(Ui) · θ(ui) = 1, i.e.
when θ(Ui) · ∇ui = ‖∇ui‖ (see [10] for more details).
In order to constrain the shapes of ~u and ~v to be those of ~U and ~V , respectively, we consider
(together with the histogram and color terms) the following shape preserving energy ES
ES(~u,~v) = β~U
3∑
i=1
∑
Ω~U
(‖∇ui‖ − θ(U)i · ∇ui) + β~V
3∑
i=1
∑
Ω~V
(‖∇vi‖ − θ(V )i · ∇vi) , (7.22)
where β~U and β~V are positive parameters. Imposing the channels of two color images
~U and ~u to
share the same shapes (or level lines) is not a strong constraint on the color distributions.
Notice that (7.22) incorporates the constraint θ(Ui) · ∇ui = ‖∇ui‖ instead of θ(Ui) · θ(ui) = 1.
Formally they are equivalent, but the second formulation would lead to a very nonlinear problem much
more difficult to handle numerically. On the other hand, we avoid division by zero when the modulus
of the gradient of ui vanishes.
7.3.3 A model for intermediate histogram equalization of a set of images
Combining the histogram energy (7.20) with the color and geometry preserving terms of Section 7.3.2,
we finally get the following energy functional for equalizing the color of two images ~U and ~V :
E~U,~V (~u,~v) = EH(~u,~v) + ED(~u,~v) + ES(~u,~v). (7.23)
1This would not be the case by considering a L1 attachment to data term ED(~u,~v) = αU ||U−u||1 +αV ||V −
v||1. Indeed, the energy EH,D would have the same value for any unimodal image ~u = ~v = s, s ∈ [λ0, λ1].
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The energy can be extended to deal with the equalization of more than two images. Let us consider
~Uk, k = 1, . . . ,m, a set of color images. We can then use the energy (7.23) and define the following
problem
min
~u1,...,~um
∑
1≤k<l≤m
E~Uk,~U l(~uk, ~ul), (7.24)
in order to normalize the color of the set of images ~Uk.
The minimization of (7.23) is performed via a primal-dual algorithm, as detailed in [78].
7.4 Experiments
In all our experiments, we used the same set of parameters. Histograms are discretized into M = 64
bins in each dimension. Concerning the model parameters, we used α~U = α~V = 0.1 for the data term
and β~U = β~V = 0.1 for the shape preserving term. The time steps for the primal-dual proximal point
algorithm are fixed as τ = τσ = 10
−4. This small value of the time step parameter is due to the
form of the gradient of the histogram-based energy term EH in dimension 3. This gradient contains
the sum of several cumulative histogram functions Hi, i = 1, 2, 3. In the worst case, i.e. in case of
a black image, the maximum value of cumulative histograms Hi can be of the order of M6/8, while
we are dealing with colors in the range of [0, 1]. Such a big value is never obtained in practice, but
it shows that a very small value of the time step parameters is necessary to stabilize numerically the
primal-dual proximal point algorithm.
The complexity of the present algorithm is nit×O(|Ω|+M3) where nit is the number of iterations,
|Ω| denotes the number of pixels of the image domain M is the number of bins in each dimension,
in our case M = 64. This value of M has been chosen as a tradeoff between the complexity of the
algorithm and the quality of the results. The number of iterations is at most 100 but the algorithm
stops automatically when the value of (7.25) between one iteration and the following is below a given
threshold that we have fixed in 0.0005. As an example, on a standard PC (P4, 3GHz), it took 12,51
seconds in order to transform the first two images in the third row of Fig. 7.2, whose dimension is
765×560, to the corresponding midway histogram images.
7.4.1 Histogram transfer
We first apply our process with ~v = ~V being fixed, so that only the image ~u can change its values. In
this case, we recover the same problem as the one considered in [88]. As the code of [88] is available
on the web2, we have compared this method with ours in terms of the distance between histograms. If
h~u and h~v are the histograms of images ~u and ~v, respectively, both methods are compared by means
of the quantity ∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
(h~u(~λ)− h~v(~λ))2dλ, (7.25)
computed for the images ~u obtained using both our method and the one in [88]. We have discretized
the integrals in (7.25) using the same number bins used to discretize the histograms. To be more
robust to histogram quantization effects we computed (7.25) after a slight smoothing of h~u and h~v.
To illustrate the performance of our algorithm, let us display some experiments which can be judged
by visual comparison. Since we are mapping images to an intermediate histogram, it is convenient
to use the same image with different illuminations. For this reason we used a data set composed of
pairs of images showing the same painting which are taken by unknown cameras and with different
illuminations. We considered paintings, as they involve strong color contrast, and are quite close to
the examples of color grading shown in [88]. This data set is thus suitable for the application of the
method presented in [88]. The original and final images obtained by both methods, the one in [88] and
2http://www.mee.tcd.ie/∼sigmedia/Research/ColourGrading
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ours, on the paintings are shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2. As illustrated in table 7.1, both approaches give
errors with the same magnitude in the sense of (7.25), the method of [88] being slightly numerically
better in general. However, visually speaking, the two methods are practically indistinguishable. In
Fig. 7.3, we also draw the cumulative histograms of each channel for the Dali images of Fig. 7.2 in
order to show that the functional does its job and indeed minimizes the distance between cumulative
histograms.
In table 7.1, we have also added the final errors provided by a simple affine map that transforms the
histograms in order to minimize their mean square difference. As it can be seen, this transformation
produces errors which are, in general, almost one order of magnitude bigger than ours or those of [88].
In Fig. 7.4, we show the result of our algorithm applied on two quite different images. In this case
the visual judgement is less intuitive to perform, however we believe that the result is in line with what
one would expect from a midway histogram equalization. In fact, the dominant hue is blue in the Dali
painting and brown in the ‘Horloge’ image, but after the midway equalization some parts of the Dali
painting turn brown, e.g the ground, and some areas of the Horloge image turn bluish, e.g. the sky
behind the building structure. The numerical comparison of the error (7.25) between the original and
the final images confirms our claim
Reference image ~V Original image ~U
Result ~u with [88] Result ~u with our method
Figure 7.1: Comparison between our method and the one of [88] for the painting of Ge´ricault: The
Raft of the Medusa.
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Reference image ~V Original image ~U Result ~u with [88] Result ~u with our method
Figure 7.2: Comparison with the method of [88] for our data set. First row: Dali, Tentation. Second
row: Monet, Impression Soleil Levant. Third row: Van Gogh: Cypress against a starry sky. Fourth
row: Da Vinci, Gioconda.
7.4.2 Intermediate histogram equalization of a set of images
Let us consider ~Uk, k = 1, . . . ,m, a set of color images representing the same scene with different
orientations or illuminations. We solve the problem (7.24) in order to normalize the color of the set
of images ~Uk. As already commented, we underline that, to our knowledge, there is no method in the
literature that allows realizing such a process without defining a midway histogram beforehand.
In [71, 24], when m = 2, the problem has been considered from the point of view of Monge-
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HU1 HU2 HU3
HV1 HV2 HV3
Hu1 (our method) Hu2 Hu3
Hu1 (method in [88]) Hu2 Hu3
Figure 7.3: Cumulative histograms corresponding to the experiment on the Meduse image shown
in Fig. 7.1. First line: Reference Red, Green and Blue cumulative histograms. Second line: Original
Red, Green and Blue cumulative histograms. Third line : Final Red, Green and Blue cumulative
histograms with our method. Fourth line: Final Green Red, Green and Blue cumulative histograms
with the method of [88].
Kantorovich mass transportation theory leading to a linear programming problem for the computation
of the transport plan transferring both histograms. Transport plans permit to split the mass of a bin
of one of the histograms and distribute it between several bins in the other one. In [88], assuming that
the histograms of two given color images can be approximated by multivariate Gaussian distributions,
the Monge-Kantorovich formulation is restricted to find a linear map that approximates the transfer of
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Data Initial error Final error [88] Final error [Our method] Final error [Affine map]
Medusa 0.001576 0.000149 0.000215 0.001375
Joconde 0.010981 0.001281 0.002050 0.009073
Tentation 0.001766 0.000223 0.000415 0.001337
Rising Sun 0.001134 0.000188 0.000115 0.001124
Cypress 0.000163 0.000025 0.000077 0.000134
Table 7.1: Quantitative comparison between the method of [88] (third column), our variational
method (fourth column) and the simple affine transformation discussed in the text (fifth column).
The errors are all computed with the formula (7.25).
Figure 7.4: First column: original images (the error (7.25) between them is: 0.006472). Second
column: results of our algorithm (the error (7.25) between them is: 0.002040).
histograms. The color grading method proposed in [90] is based on the computation of a transfer map
and could be adapted to compute a midway histogram equalization (see [25]) in the case of two images.
The transfer map is computed by iteratively equalizing all principal axis marginals computed for every
possible rotation of the histogram, until convergence. Then the method is refined by a filtering process
to reduce possible grain artifacts [90]. As mentioned in Section 7.3.2, this process is related to our
geometry attachment term. Thus our method, although different in spirit, has common points with
[90]. On the other hand, our method can easily deal with more than two images.
In Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 we show some examples of intermediate histogram equalization for sets of
three images.
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~U1 ~U2 ~U3
~u1 ~u2 ~u3
Figure 7.5: Lighthouse sequence. First line: Original images. Second line: Final images.
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~U1 ~U2 ~U3
~u1 ~u2 ~u3
Figure 7.6: Gros Horloge sequence. First line: Original images. Second line: Final images.
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Chapter 8
Future perspectives
The research that I have developed so far can be divided in the four main categories:
1. Perceptually-inspired color correction models: mathematical analysis of the original Retinex al-
gorithm and construction of a variational framework for Retinex-like color enhancement meth-
ods;
2. HDR imaging and Tone mapping : construction of high dynamic range images in non-static
conditions and suitable reduction of the dynamic range to fit into the canonical low dynamic
range {0, 1, . . . , 255};
3. Statistics of natural images in color : explanation of the appearance of 2D Fourier-like fluctu-
ations in the achromatic plus color-opponent channels in terms of second order stationarity of
covariance in natural images;
4. Histogram transportation: conception of a functional energy able to transfer the histograms of
a set of images while respecting their geometry, without the need of an a-priori specification of
a midway histogram.
As underlined throughout this document, the topics above are strongly interconnected, the glue among
them being color; this should not come as a surprise due to its inherently interdisciplinary nature.
In line with this observation, I am willing to continue and even strengthen the multidisciplinary
nature of my research by enlarging the present collaboration with mathematicians, physicists, engineers
and computer scientists, to include metrologists, biologists, neuroscientists, cognitive psychologists,
artists and art-restorers.
In the following sections I will provide a sketch of the research that I am willing to pursue in the
future.
8.1 Collaboration with cognitive psychologists and psycho-
physicists
I consider collaboration with psychologists and psycho-physicists strategical for the development of
the research conducted so far. I will detail the collaboration in separated subsections.
8.1.1 Variational interpretation of context-driven effects in higher-level
cognition
The parameters of the energy functionals presented in chapter 4 are not precisely determined. We were
able to bound their variability on the basis of mathematical properties as algorithm convergence or
stability, however perceptual experiments could help determine the optimal value of those parameters
with respect to human vision fidelity.
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A particularly important parameter is the weight function w appearing in the contrast term eq.
()4.2). Some psychophysical experiments, see e.g. [122] and [103], have paved the way for a quantitative
measurement of the local induction weight w.
However, these experiments are far from being exhaustive, for this reason we have considered w
as a normalized Gaussian with tunable standard deviation σ, i.e. w(‖x− y‖) = 1√
2piσ
exp
(
−‖x−y‖22σ2
)
.
Of course, the larger the value of σ, the less local is the contrast representation, and vice-versa.
I am currently working on an extension of [103] in [43], a work-in-progress paper where I am
also analyzing the possibility of interpreting higher-level cognition context-driven effects with the
variational framework developed for color perception.
8.1.2 Development of non-reference quality measures based on human vi-
sual properties
The non-reference quality measure assessment of a natural image is still an important open problem
in image processing, see e.g. [81]. The specification ‘no reference’ indicates that there is no ground
truth to compare with.
In these cases, quality measures are built mainly by taking advantage of statistical data coming
from a more or less large number of subjective experiments.
The knowledge about the interaction of the human visual system with light stimuli coming from
a natural scene is often essential to devise these subjective tests. Contrast perception plays a major
role in the way humans interact with natural scenes.
In the last 8 years I have studied contrast perception in several different ways and I am now
interested in developing quality measures starting from the findings that I have contributed to put in
evidence.
In particular, it is quite remarkable that the contrast term in the wavelet-based functional described
in section 4.4.2, obtained through a mathematical analogy with the spatially-based functional described
in section 4.1, can be identified with the so-called Peli’s contrast, proposed by E. Peli [82] on the basis
of completely different argumentations.
Unfortunately, when Peli’s contrast is used alone to provide contrast measures in HDR images, it
fails to be coherent with what expected from a perceptual contrast measure.
I am currently working on suitable extensions of Peli’s contrast measures with collaborators in the
multime´dia group of Te´le´com-ParisTech.
8.1.3 Analysis of further HVS features in terms of the variational frame-
work
The variational framework discussed in chapter 4 shows that there is only one class of functionals
coherent with color constancy, local contrast enhancement, adjustment to the average luminance and
Weber-Fechner’s law simultaneously.
Even if it’s true that those are the most important HVS features with respect to natural images,
there are other properties that have not yet been considered in the variational framework since they
are mostly related to artificial images or regular pattern.
A particularly intriguing feature is assimilation [76], displayed e.g. by the well-known White’s and
Bezold’s effects, see Figure 8.1.
Two distinctive features of assimilation is that it is evidently opposed to contrast enhancement
and it is related with geometric patterns (which, although not very frequent in natural images, are
common in many webpages).
A non-trivial modification of the energy functionals discussed in chapter 4 is needed to integrate
assimilation effects.
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Figure 8.1: Left : White’s effect. The gray rectangles in the two columns have exactly the
same intensity, but those on the right are perceived as brighter, they are assimilated to the
white rows, while those on the left are perceived as darker, they are assimilated to the black
rows. Right : Bezold’s effect. A sort of colored version of White’s effect: the blue rows seem
very different in brightness and quite different in hue, however they have exactly the same
RGB triplet.
8.1.4 Color naming, metamer mismatching and color constancy
The world color survey [12] showed the existence of four pure colors which are consistently singled out
in practically all human society, i.e. red, green, blue and yellow. They are considered pure because
they are perceived as unmixed, unique, in the sense that they do not show tint of any other color, and
for this reason they are deemed worth to be given a precise name in every human culture.
Philipona and O’Regan proposed in [84] a linear model to explain the existence of four unique
colors. They claimed the existence of a linear operator A : R3 → R3 which maps the accessible
information (i.e. the retinal photon catches) about the illumination to the accessible information
about light reflected from a surface.
They showed that surfaces with unique hues are characterized by a singular behavior of A: one of
its eigenvalues is significantly different than the other two, in the sense that it is either much larger
or smaller than the others.
They were able to define a so-called singularity index which match with surprising precision with
the data of the world color survey.
In spite of this very interesting achievement, there are still a certain number of open questions.
First of all, in theory, the linear operator A should depend on the surface characteristics, however,
tests have shown that for the great majority of surfaces, one can use the same operator A. Why that
happens? Why some surfaces violate the invariance of A? Is it possible to characterize them?
Secondly, the singularity index definition is quite involved and not directly related to colorimetric
properties of surfaces, is it possible to define new singularity indexes closely related to, e.g. chromatic
attributed as saturation, chromaticity and so on? A first attempt in this direction has been made in
[118], but more research is needed.
Thirdly, the singularity index shows a very impressive stability with respect to changes of illumi-
nation. It is interesting to give a mathematical explanation for this behavior and to compare it to the
predictions of the so-called metamer mismatching theory [63].
This goes towards a better comprehension of both human and digital color constancy.
8.2 Differential geometry of the space of perceived colors
In the extraordinary paper [101], H.L. Resnikoff deduced the Riemannian geometry of the space
of perceived colors P and the Stiles metric on it via a Lie group-theoretical approach reinforcing
Schro¨dingers axioms of color perception [125] with two original ones.
Probably due to the large variety of advanced mathematical concepts used by Resnikoff (e.g. Lie
group and algebras and their representations, differential geometry and Jordan algebras), his paper
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remained in a sort of oblivion.
I deem of great importance to reconsider Resnikoff’s ideas and renew them in light of modern
knowledge about color perception and the results described in this document.
To give an example: one of the most important drawback of Resnikoff’s model was the lack
of spatial interaction among points. As discussed in many chapters, color vision is highly context-
dependent and the surround has a strong influence of color perception.
Thus, it seems natural to claim that the geometry of the space of perceived colors cannot be static,
instead it should be dynamic and vary with respect to the spatial context. This is analogous to what
happens in general relativity, where the curvature of space-time is modified by the presence of mass
and energy.
As we did for the construction of the variational framework of chapter 4, I plan to use HVS
features as a selection principle to find the tensor equations for the Riemannian metric on P. The
psycho-physical experiments on induction that I described in 8.1 will give fundamental data to finely
tune the metric’s parameter, in particular the induction weight.
8.3 Future research in statistics of natural images and multi-
spectral images
I am interested in extending the work [94] about the statistics of natural images in color in essentially
two ways, which I describe in separated subsections.
8.3.1 Generation of a large unbiased database of multispectral and HDR
images
First of all, the numerical results that we have obtained cannot be considered wholly exhaustive to
infer properties of the HVS. Even though RAW images give a nice approximation of radiance, they
are still not sufficient to represent the real light information which constitutes the physical input for
sight.
Such a representation is given by multispectral images M, i.e. radiance matrices measured with a
narrow spectral sensitivity curve. In practice, such matrices are associated with light energy with a
wavelength confined in a few nm, so that the cones activation values for each pixel x, L(x),M(x), S(x)
can be computed simply by a weighted integration of the multispectral values over the visual spectrum
Λ with weights given by the spectral sensitivity functions l¯, m¯, s¯ of human cones, see Figure 2.2. Thus,
for example, L(x) =
∫
Λ
M(x, λ)l¯(λ) dλ, and analogously for M(x) and S(x), where M(x, λ) is the
value of the multispectral image in the pixel x at the wavelength λ.
The tests performed in [94] show that only starting from an order of 104 images the error in the
estimation of the second order statistical features becomes negligible, this poses a serious problem
when dealing with multispectral images. In fact, the only multispectral or high dynamic range images
databases available have an order of 101 elements, and there is a strong bias in the semantic content
of the pictures.
The main reason why large databases of multispectral or high dynamic range images are not
available is related to the ghosting problem already mentioned in chapter 5. In fact, while HDR
pictures need multiple time exposures to be generated, multispectral images need a time exposure
long enough to allow the action of multiple filters associated with different wavelengths.
A new kind of multispectral sensors with a single sensor composed with a mosaic of filters has been
recently put on the market, however, even this kind of hardware cannot be considered the solution to
the above mentioned problem for two reasons. Firstly, such a sensor needs a demosaicking procedure to
generate a multispectral image, this procedure must be carefully designed to avoid the introduction of
typical artifacts as aliasing or elimination of high frequency components. Secondly, after demosaicking,
the final multispectral image resolution is too small to be used to extract statistical information about
covariance or contrast between distant pixels.
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The generation of a large databases of multispectral and HDR images is thus far from being a
simple, yet time consuming, picture acquisition process, instead, it involves a careful mathematical
analysis and the development of new image processing techniques to avoid the above mentioned prob-
lems which are likely to distort all measures obtained with such a database.
Patch-based methods as those used in [2] could be an interesting starting point in this sense.
8.3.2 Analysis of the effects of HVS transformations on the statistical re-
sults
In my opinion, one of the most interesting achievement of [94] is the discovery that, after the appli-
cation of the photo-electrical transduction represented by the Michaelis-Menten equation (2.1), the
exponential decay speed of spatial covariance becomes independent of the chromatic channel and, as
a consequence, spatiocovariant matrices commute.
This property, along with second order stationarity, is needed to prove the existence of a ten-
sor product basis that supports the hypothesis of a separate elaboration of spatial and chromatic
information of the visual signal.
The fact that the Michaelis-Menten equation (2.1) has such an important role in photo-electrical
transduction and in the process just discussed leads quite naturally to the curiosity of investigating
in more detail why this particular class of fractional transformations works so efficiently for the early
stages of human vision. In other terms, it seems logical to ask: behind the simple analytical properties,
is this class of functions the optimal solution to a certain, more profound yet still hidden, ecological
principle of the early stages of human vision?
This kind of question is not unrelated with image processing, in fact the works of Olshausen
and Field [74, 75] about the shape of receptive fields obtained through sparsity maximization have
originated a whole new research field in image processing, and not only.
Another subject that I consider worth studying is the comprehension of the effects of chromatic
adaptation, either expressed by the von Kries diagonal model (2.6) or by more elaborated ones, on the
second and third principal chromatic components described in chapter 6.
Buchsbaum and Gottschalk have obtained some preliminary results about this topic in [18], show-
ing that the order between the energies associated to the opponent channels can switch, see Figure
8.2. Such a study may have direct consequences on the structure of color opponent spaces widely used
in the applications as e.g. the lαβ [106].
Finally, I’m interested in the comparison and possible interaction between our work and that of
Alleysson et al. [3, 4], who developed an interesting theory about the influence of cone mosaic in
human retina on the spatial and chromatic elaboration of visual signal.
8.4 Analysis of problems related to astrophysical images
Passioned by astrophysics since my youth, I also plan to start studying the problems related to
astrophysical imaging. This research field undergone to a revolution in the past 20 years thanks
to the application of adaptive optics to telescopes. This technique allows correcting in real time the
random fluctuations of a wave front thanks to a deformable mirror.
Thanks to adaptive optics, a whole new generation of astrophysical data is now available, e.g. the
cosmic background radiation or the black mass maps obtained with gravitational lensing, a general rel-
ativistic effect due to the distortion of geometry of space-time provoked by an important accumulation
of mass.
The thorough comprehension of problems related to astrophysical images needs, from one side, the
knowledge of cosmology and general relativity and, on the other side, the ability to handle the most
advanced image processing techniques. Thus, even this one is a highly multidisciplinary setting.
I believe that my background in theoretical physics, in particular the years passed studying quan-
tum gravity, and the competences acquired in image processing during more than ten years can be
unified with success in the future for the resolution of some problems in astrophysical imaging.
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Figure 8.2: If K = diag(kL, kM , kS) is the von Kries matrix, then the covariance matrix in the
adapted state is KCK. The adapted P (λ) and Q(λ) plots change accordingly to the graphs
shown above. Figure adapted from [18], page 104.
8.5 Development of new pedagogical strategies for scientific
teaching
In the last century, the results in scientific disciplines grew at wit a rate faster than ever. The case
of mathematics is particularly emblematic: until the end on the 19th century, universalism was still
present, personified e.g. by David Hilbert or Henri Poincare´, but nowadays it is practically impossible
to be able to produce important results in every important mathematical discipline.
Without having the ambition of universalism, it is already very complicated to become a specialist
in just a few scientific disciplines.
Even remaining in the realm of a single discipline, the number of papers published each year is
so large that writing an up-to-date the state of the art has become almost as difficult as writing an
innovative paper.
In spite of this dramatic change in the research, the pedagogical strategies that are used in schools
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and universities are almost identical to those of the beginning of the 20th century, with the only
remarkable difference of digital resources.
Studies in cognitive psychology have shown that the most efficient learning is that represented by
video: images, movement and sound contribute to facilitate the comprehension and memorization of
concepts. This shows the growing success, and consequent development, of MOOC (Massive Open
Online Course).
I am interested in collaborating with graphic designers and computer scientists to make collections
of didactic videos. These videos must have a professional graphical rendering and interactive contents
adapted to all type of student.
Of course, these didactic videos are not intended to replace direct teaching and the professor-
to-student relationship, on the contrary, they are thought as a pedagogical help to strengthen and
improve this relationship.
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